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Senator Boucher, Senator Leone, Representative Guerrera, ranking members, and
members of the Transportation Committee:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on this proposal before you. My
name is Heather Petit and I am the Senior Special Projects Coordinator of the General
Assembly’s Commission on Women, Children and Seniors. I would like to submit
supplemental testimony from the Transportation Committee’s public hearing held on
January 30, 2017, and speak in favor of:


H.B. No. 6719 (RAISED) AN ACT REQUIRING THREE-POINT SEAT SAFETY BELTS
FOR SCHOOL BUSES THAT ARE MODEL 2019 OR NEWER

House Bill 6719 would require that all school buses model 2019 or newer be equipped
with three-point seat safety belts. The Commission continues to support the safety and
well-being of all children and the National Transportation Safety Board’s
recommendation that all school buses be equipped with three-point seat belts.
The following data received from the National Conference of State Legislatures seeks to
answer some of the questions asked by members of the Transportation Committee at
the January 30, 2017 public hearing.
1. Is there data from any of the 6 states that have implemented seat belts on how
many children actually use them now that they are installed?
An Alabama study (Attachment 1) explored seat belt use rates in a pilot project in the
state, in addition to other topics. According to the study, the average rate of appropriate
seat belt use was 62.8% in the first school year.
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The experience of California, who currently has a law requiring lap/shoulder seat belts
on new school buses and has a large numbers of lap/shoulder belt equipped buses, is
that:
 The students wear them because it is what they know
 There are no bus monitors
 Their overall experience has been that compliance is high
 Bus discipline is improved
2. What information is there on how children get the seat belts off in order to get
out of the bus in an emergency?
North Carolina made a seat belt implementation toolkit (Attachment 2) that addresses
this concern. According to North Carolina’s data, for the ten years 2005‐2014, only
0.05% of the 8,599 crash involved school buses caught on fire and only 0.07% went into
the water. But just as important as how rare these incidents are is the fact that
passengers can't escape such dangers if they're knocked unconscious or seriously
injured. Wearing a seat belt gives everyone a much greater chance of being conscious
and able‐bodied and able to escape the vehicle – and to help others ‐ should the need
arise.
3. How do other states handle the training of seat belt use with children?
The toolkit from North Carolina includes information regarding steps for implementing
a seat belt program, including outreach for school administration, school transportation
providers, parents and students.
4. Are there safety concerns around the use of seat belts in school buses given a
range in age/weight?
According to North Carolina, the new generation of lap/shoulder belt equipped school
bus seats, are designed to seat two or three students with integrated lap/shoulder belts
that can be easily adjusted to the size of the rider. The flexible seating configuration
eliminates the reduced capacity for elementary school riders that was seen with earlier
generations of lap/shoulder belt equipped school bus seats.
5. Do seat belts in school buses provide additional benefits (i.e. student behavior,
discipline)?
According to an NHTSA presentation (Attachment 3) in December 2016, seat belts deter
student behavior when used properly and school bus drivers are less distracted by
student misbehavior when seat belts are used. In addition, the use of seat belts in school
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buses can help to reinforce seat belt educational messages aimed at school-age children
with the carry-over effect helping to remind children to use seat belts in cars.
The benefits of three-point seat safety belts in school buses are many. In Connecticut,
the Town of Wilton’s school buses have been equipped with three-point seat belts for
several years. The buses provide three-point seat safety belts that are able to safely
protect preschool children on up. It is our hope that this same safety benefit will be
afforded to all the children in the state.
Thank you.
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Executive Summary
The University of Alabama (UA) conducted a three-year project for the Governor’s Study Group
on School Bus Seat Belts and the Alabama State Department of Education. The project
explored the implementation of lap/shoulder belts on newly purchased large school buses. It
included topics like the rate of seat belt use, the effects on bus discipline, the attitudes of
stakeholders, the loss of capacity attributable to seat belts, the cost effectiveness of the belts, and
other pertinent issues. A list of some of the most pertinent study findings follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

In 2009-10, 7,341 Alabama route school buses averaged 51 pupils each and traveled
457,258 miles daily (82.3 million miles annually).
Pupil deaths inside school buses are rare in Alabama. Since 1977, when major
advancements were made to school bus safety, there have been only five fatalities (in two
crashes) for pupils riding inside school buses at the time the crash occurred.
School buses are the safest form of transportation to school. Students are six to eight
times safer riding to school in a school bus than riding to school in their parents’ cars.
Nationally, up to three times more school bus-related pupil deaths take place outside the
bus (loading/unloading) than inside the bus.
Stakeholders (parents, children, drivers, aides, and transportation supervisors) believe
school buses are already safe and adding seat belts will make them safer.
School bus drivers cannot see pupils as well in buses equipped with seat belts due to the
taller seatbacks required for seat belts. They are concerned this will lead to increased
discipline problems, for which they may be held responsible.
Based on 170,000 observations of pupils in pilot-project buses, this project established an
average rate of seat belt use of 61.5%.
Adding seat belts increases the thickness of seatbacks, leading to fewer rows of seats.
Also, the fixed spacing between seat belt buckle latches negates the option of placing three
small pupils or two large pupils on a seat, leading to the loss of one seat per row.
This study found thicker seatbacks and fixed buckle spacing could cause capacity losses of
5% to 18%, depending on the configuration of seats and rows. The bus fleet would need
to expand 5% to 18% to offset the capacity loss.
A cost-effectiveness study was performed using the National Highway Transportation
Safety Administration methodology. Two metrics were calculated:
o The cost of an “equivalent life saved” from seat belt implementation in Alabama
is $32 million to $38 million.
o The “net benefits” for seat belt implementation over one fleet life cycle are -$104
million to -$125 million. The net benefits are negative because the costs exceed
the benefits. This suggests using more cost-effective safety measures rather than
implementing seat belts across the large-school bus fleet.
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Most school bus pupil fatalities occur outside buses in or near loading zones. If funding is to be
spent on school bus safety, it appears more lives could be saved by investing in enhanced safety
measures in loading/unloading zones. These treatments are likely more cost effective than seat
belts, and this report includes several examples.
Three pilot-project initiatives contributed significant new knowledge to the topic of seat belts on
school buses: seat belt use rates, the impact of seat belts on school bus capacity, and the cost
effectiveness of various seat belt configurations.
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Section 1
Introduction
On November 20, 2006, a 71-passenger school bus was enroute to a vocational school in
Huntsville, Alabama. It crashed nose first over a concrete barrier at an Interstate interchange and
plunged 30 feet to the ground below. The driver was ejected during the crash and seriously
injured. Of the 40 pupils on board, 4 were killed and 34 were injured. Three pupils were not
injured in the crash.
The crash galvanized the state. There were calls for increased safety, including installation of
school bus seat belts. Governor Bob Riley appointed the Governor’s Study Group on School
Bus Seat Belts (Governor’s Study Group): Dr. Joseph B. Morton, State Superintendent of
Education; Dr. Mary Jane Caylor, Member of the State Board of Education; the Honorable
Richard Dorrough, Commissioner for the Alabama Department of Children’s Affairs (deceased);
Mr. Joe Lightsey, Director of Pupil Transportation for the Alabama State Department of
Education (ALSDE); Mr. Joe McInnes, Director of the Alabama Department of Transportation
(ALDOT); Dr. Ann Roy Moore, Superintendent of Huntsville City Schools; and Colonel Chris
Murphy, Director of the Alabama Department of Public Safety.
The study group determined the facts of the crash and began gathering data on which to base a
decision. Virtually no data were available on school bus seat belt use rates or the belts’ effect on
safety, even after queries to multiple agencies within the US Department of Transportation
(USDOT).
1.1 Study Group Findings and Recommendations
At that point, the study group identified issues and policies in which they had confidence. They
agreed school buses are the safest mode of surface transportation and the State should take no
action that would cause pupils to leave school buses and travel in less safe modes. They also
agreed lap/shoulder belts had the potential to save lives and prevent injuries, especially if
accompanied by training and practice on proper use of the belts. At the close of its initial review,
the Study Group found school buses are safe even if nothing is done and recommended, above
all else, to do no harm; to push the National Transportation Highway Safety Administration
(NHTSA) to act expeditiously on school bus design and performance standards; and to conduct a
pilot study in Alabama because there were no national data on the effectiveness of school bus
safety belts.
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1.2 The Pilot Project
Based on the recommendations of the Governor’s Study Group, the 2007 Alabama Legislature
authorized $1.4 million dollars to conduct a pilot study. The research was not to be a
crashworthiness study. Instead it was to explore lap/shoulder belts by determining the rate of
seat belt use, effects on bus discipline, attitudes of stakeholders (students, parents, drivers, etc.),
loss of capacity attributable to seat belts, the cost effectiveness of the belts, and other pertinent
issues.
The Governor’s Study Group issued a request for proposal in the summer of 2007 and a contract
was awarded to the University of Alabama (UA). The research would be conducted over three
years through UA’s University Transportation Center for Alabama (UTCA) and the CARE
Research and Development Laboratory, which was renamed during the project as the Center for
Advanced Public Safety (CAPS).
The ALSDE used a portion of the legislative funds to purchase 12 type C and D school buses for
10 local school systems: Autauga County, Boaz City, Calhoun County, Conecuh County,
Decatur City, Dothan City, Elmore County, Madison City, Perry County, and Tuscaloosa
County. The buses were fitted with three- and four-point restraints and ceiling-mounted digital
camera systems. The seats were taller and thicker than typical school bus seats to accommodate
the seat belt hardware. In addition, ALSDE paid for bus aides for half the buses and the
operating costs for all 12 buses.
The project was initiated in November 2007. The remainder of 2007 and the spring of 2008
were devoted to project organization, purchase and fit of school buses, training, development of
detailed protocols for receiving and processing data, and similar issues. Data collection to
calculate the seat belt-use rate began in the fall of the 2008-09 school year and continued through
the 2009-2010 school year. Other elements of the study continued through September 2010.
1.3 Snapshot of Alabama School Bus Use and Safety
Alabama is a typical state regarding school bus travel, with 7,341 buses traveling 457,258 miles
daily (82 million miles annually) to transport about 378,000 pupils daily. Additional information
is displayed in Table 1-1.
One highlight of the fleet is its low average age. The ALSDE promotes aggressive maintenance
and cost-effective bus replacement. Buses are generally replaced after 10 years of service.
“Every year in the US, approximately 450,000 school buses travel an estimated 4.3 billion miles
to transport 23.5 million children to and from school” (NHTSA 2002). Even though
approximately 20 children die in school bus crashes annually (25% as passengers and 75% as
pedestrians), school bus transportation of children is far safer than other modes (NHTSA 2002;
Turner, et al. 2005). In fact, children riding in their parents’ automobiles are seven times more
likely to be killed in a crash than if they were riding in a school bus (NHTSA 2006).
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Table 1-1. Snapshot of public-school bus travel
in Alabama (2009-10 data)
Public school enrollment

741,115

Students transported annually
Average students/bus

67,797,000
51

Regular school buses
Spare school buses
Total school buses
Route buses 10 yrs or less in age

7,341
2,081
9,422
6.535 (97%)

Annual cost/transported student
Daily cost/transported student
Daily cost/mile

$873.93 (FY08)
$4.86 (FY08)
$4.00 (FY08)

Since 1977, when NHTSA required compartmentalization as a safety treatment for school buses,
there have only been five fatalities involving students inside school buses in Alabama (Turner, et
al. 2010). A study conducted in 2005 by Turner, Jones, and Wood provided a snapshot of
Alabama school bus crashes. The researchers reviewed school bus crashes for 1999-2003. Of
the 1,876 crashes in the data, only about 15% included injuries and only 0.5% included fatalities.
The injuries and fatalities involved persons in the buses, persons in other involved vehicles, or
pedestrians, and were much less likely for school bus crashes than for non-school bus crashes in
Alabama. Moreover, the majority of school bus crashes were caused by other vehicles, not
school buses. The most frequent type of school bus crash occurred at low speed in a school zone,
with run-off-road, pedestrian, left-turn-into-traffic, and fail-to-heed-stop-sign crashes occurring
with some frequency. Either the bus driver or the driver of another vehicle could have caused
these crashes.
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Section 2
Overview of the Research Project
UTCA and CAPS have extensive histories of research and training projects for Alabama and
national agencies, and safety is a prominent expertise for both centers. The centers combined
their efforts and conducted the following research steps over three years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assess data for pre-project and post-project surveys of stakeholder attitudes.
Review pertinent literature.
Investigate the characteristics of Alabama school bus crashes.
Estimate Alabama school bus seat belt use rates and the factors contributing to those rates.
Estimate the safety effectiveness of Alabama school bus seat belts.
Determine the effects of seat belts on Alabama school bus capacity.
Determine the cost effectiveness of lap/shoulder seat belts on large Alabama school buses.

In effect, each of these efforts was a research project. Sometimes multiple efforts were jointly
conducted, and often the results from one effort became key data for another.
Individual reports document each research effort of these research efforts, and this summary
report compiles key information from those reports. One report – the summary of Alabama seat
belt-use rates – is in preparation however, the results of that research effort are known and are
addressed in this summary.
Three research efforts are noteworthy. The seat belt-use study used 170,000 individual
observations of pupils to estimate the seat belt-use rate, the capacity study provided the nation’s
most accurate estimates of capacity loss from installation of seat belts, and the cost-effectiveness
study provided the first estimate of the costs and benefits of placing seat belts on a state’s fleet of
school buses.
This report provides a brief overview of the individual research efforts, along with findings and
recommendations from those reports. Since the information in this report is abbreviated, readers
should consult the individual reports for a more complete description of research methodologies,
data, findings, recommendations, and applicable constraints.
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Section 3
Literature Review
Researchers completed an exploratory literature review in 2008 to determine the state of
knowledge on school bus seat belts. It is excerpted below. This information was valuable in
determining courses of action and in identifying the types of data to be pursued during the pilot
program. As additional information became available during the project and the literature review
was extended, the new information was included in the reports for individual research efforts.
3.1 Safety Statistics
“Every year, our nation’s 450,000 public school buses travel more than 4.3 billion miles to
transport 23.5 million children to and from school and school-related activities” (NHTSA 2002).
Even though approximately twenty children die in school bus crashes annually (25% as
passengers and 75% as pedestrians) (National Academies 2002), school bus transportation of
children is far safer than any other mode (NHTSA 2002).
In fact, children riding in their parents’ automobiles are seven times more likely to be killed in a
crash than if they were riding in a school bus (NHTSA 2006). Approximately 152,000 school
children per year are injured in crashes during typical school travel hours. Only about 4% of
those injuries are school bus-related, though school buses account for 28% of student-miles
traveled each year. In comparison, injuries to school children traveling in passenger vehicles
account for 89% of student injuries, though traveling in passenger vehicles accounts for 67% of
student-miles traveled. Walking and bicycling to school produce even higher injury rates
(National Academies 2002).
Roughly six US children die as school bus passengers each year (NHTSA 2006). An additional
17 die when in loading and unloading areas when hit by other vehicles illegally passing stopped
school buses or by school buses. That represents roughly a 3:1 ratio of fatalities in
loading/unloading areas compared to bus passenger fatalities. NHTSA (2006) references an
earlier National Academy of Sciences (NAS) publication that suggests that funds might be better
directed to other school bus safety programs rather than to installing seat belts. “NHTSA agrees
with the NAS that States and localities should focus their efforts toward improving school bus
loading zones” (NHTSA 2006).
School buses provide protection because of their visibility, size, and weight. The added
protection of compartmentalization was adopted in 1977 under Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard 222 (FMVSS 222). Compartmentalization provides crash protection for children on
large school buses by providing strong, closely-spaced seats that have energy-absorbing backs to
protect children in front- and rear-end crashes.
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3.2 Differing Opinions
Installation of school bus seat belts is an emotional and heated issue because the lives of small
children are at risk. Despite the strong school bus safety record, there is disagreement about
whether seat belts are the best way to protect these children. One school of thought believes the
introduction of seat belts will help save lives and prevent injuries, but another school of thought
does not see a justifiable reason for going beyond the current safety requirements that make
school buses the safest mode of road transportation.
Advocacy groups and the medical community believe seat belts will reduce the probability of
serious injury and death and will improve the behavior of child passengers. They point to the
record of lives saved from installation of the belts in passenger vehicles, and they feel children
should learn to use the seat belts in both automobiles and school buses.
In general, the education and transportation-safety communities have been less enthusiastic
toward school bus seat belts. These groups contend there is little scientific research
demonstrating seat belts will significantly reduce severe injuries and deaths among bus
passengers. They believe compartmentalized seats provide excellent safety for child passengers.
They also note that studies indicate the large expense of installing seat belts could be less cost
effective than other types of safety countermeasures for school buses.
3.3 School Bus Configurations
Choosing the most cost-effective configuration of rows and seats inside different sizes and types
of school buses is a primary issue in the cost of installing seat belts. The following information
is helpful in understanding the key considerations.
There are four types of school buses: A, B, C, and D. Types C and D are large buses. Their
passenger capacity is generally 48-71. They account for over 90% of all the buses and are the
type of buses considered in this study. Types A and B are smaller school buses with typical
capacities of 8 to 24 (Nordberg 1998).
Today’s typical large-school bus seats are configured with rows of seats flanking a central aisle.
Each seat is 39 inches wide, has seatbacks 20 inches high, and holds 3 elementary-age children.
Rows are typically spaced up to 24 inches apart, and the aisle is normally 12 to 14 inches wide.
This seat/aisle arrangement is called a 3/3 configuration and an example is shown in Figure 3-1a
(ITRE 2007). When larger school children are present, this configuration may only allow 2
occupants per seat.
The configuration changes when large school buses are equipped with lap/shoulder belts. First,
to accommodate the belt system, the seatbacks are usually 28 inches or higher rather than the
traditional 20 inches. The buckle latches are set 15 inches apart, so the belts cannot
accommodate 3 elementary-age children in 39 inches. This means fewer children can be
accommodated on each row. One configuration allows five children per row, with three children
on a wider seat on one side of the aisle and two children on a narrower seat on the other side of
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the aisle. This is called a 3/2 configuration and is shown in Figure 3-1b. Another configuration
used when larger students are anticipated is the 2/2 configuration, with equal-width seats
flanking a central aisle.
There appears to be a way to overcome the loss of capacity due to seat belts: flex seating. “Two
manufacturers have introduced school bus seats with lap/shoulder belts on the common 39-inchwidth bench seats, which allow the configuration of the belts to be flexible” (NHTSA 2008).

a: A typical 3/3 school bus seat without belts.

b: A typical 3/2 school bus with belts (ITRE 2007).

Figure 3-1. Typical large school bus seating configuration

3.4 Rules and Legislation
3.4.1 Rules and Regulations
Rules for school buses change periodically, after study and analysis of the benefits, costs, and
other issues. The primary regulatory agency for school buses is the National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA). This agency has done many school bus-safety
analyses, and UA researchers have reviewed virtually all the recent NHTSA reports on school
buses. A good example is contained in the Notice of Proposed Rule-making for school bus
safety issued by USDOT (STN Media Group 2007) just before the beginning of this pilot project.
The Notice called for five changes:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase seatback heights from 20 inches to 24 inches.
Require lap/shoulder belts on type A buses.
Require a minimum 15-inch seat width for passengers on school buses.
Require seat belt standards for anchorage, seat strength, belt retraction, and belt
adjustability.
Require self-latching mechanisms for seat cushions that flip (for cleaning).
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NHTSA conducted a thorough analysis of all five proposals, plus an analysis of the cost-benefit
of voluntarily installing lap/shoulder belts on large school buses, and issued a report of its
findings (NHTSA 2008). That report was a key resource for the pilot project.
3.4.2 Sample State Legislation
In 1987, New York became the first state in the nation to enact a law that required two-point seat
belts on large school buses. “Use of the lap belts is not made mandatory but is dependent on
individual school districts adopting a policy requiring their use” (STN Media Group 2007). New
Jersey was the second state to require lap belts on large buses in 1992. Unlike New York, the
use of seat belts in New Jersey is mandatory. Both states require seatbacks to be 28 inches high
(STN Media Group 2007).
“Florida passed a state law in 1999, but the law did not specify whether a lap belt or lap/shoulder
belt was required” (ITRE 2007). The law required that all school buses purchased after
December 2000 “must be equipped with safety belts or with any other restraint system approved
by the Federal Government” (STN Media Group 2007). By February 2007 however,
implementation of this law was only 50% complete. The “Florida law requires belts only on
newly purchased buses, so there is no retrofitting, and new bus purchases are staggered around
the availability of funds” (Governor’s Study Group 2007).
In 2001, California passed legislation requiring three-point lap/shoulder belts to be used on all
new school buses. The California law required that by July 1, 2005, all new school buses
regardless of size be equipped with three-point seat belts (STN Media Group 2007). However,
by February 2007, “only 3% of the buses in California [complied] with the state law.... Some
school districts in California purchase used buses only so they never have to comply with the
state law requiring seat belts on new buses” (Governor’s Study Group 2007).
Louisiana school bus seat belt legislation took effect in 2004 (STN Media Group 2007).
However, the Louisiana legislation is subject to appropriation of funds, and it is not enforced
because no appropriation legislation has been approved (ITRE 2007).
On June 8, 2007, Texas enacted a school bus seat belt law requiring all Texas school buses
purchased on or after September 1, 2010, to be equipped with three-point lap and shoulder seat
belts for passengers. “The new law was a result of the tragic school bus accident that occurred
on March 29, 2006, near Devers, Texas” (Cherry 2007).
3.5 Additional Information
UTCA report 07407-3 documents the literature review conducted at the beginning of the pilot
project. Readers will find additional topics and additional details in that report.
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Section 4
Stakeholder Attitudes
This portion of the project was conducted to determine the attitudes of stakeholders involved in
the project before and after the installation of seat belts. It included parents, children, drivers,
aides, principals, and transportation supervisors over the life of the pilot project. ALSDE
administered surveys to these stakeholder groups, collected the completed surveys, and
forwarded them to UTCA for analysis and report preparation.
The survey was performed twice. The pre-survey was administered in April 2008, before any
students rode in buses equipped with the seat belts. The post-survey was administered in April
2010, after two years with the seat belts. In general, each question offered respondents five
possible answers – strongly agree, agree, neither, disagree, and strongly disagree. Respondents
also had the opportunity to provide written comments.
4.1 General Overview of Responses
There was a good response to both the pre-survey and post-survey. Many stakeholders provided
insightful comments to support their ratings.
The overall tone of the responses was positive. The strongest and clearest message from all
stakeholder groups is that they believe school buses are safe and seat belts will make them even
safer.
This section provides a brief overview of stakeholder attitudes. Five areas in particular reveal
relevant information, and they are highlighted in the following paragraphs. Those interested in
stakeholder attitudes are referred to more complete discussions in UTCA reports 07407-2,
07407-7, and 07407-8, which were prepared to document the results of the surveys.
4.2 Parents’ and Children’s Opinions
Parents believe school buses are safe. They express more concern with bullying on the bus than
with the possibility of traffic accidents: Over 90% of parents in both surveys believe “my child’s
bus ride to and from school is safe with respect to traffic accidents,” while only 68.4% of parents
in the pre-survey and 66.2% of parents in the post-survey believe “the bus ride to/from school is
acceptable with respect to bullying/fighting with other children.”
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4.3 Drivers’ Opinions
Drivers are the backbone of the system. UTCA student workers viewing digital images to
monitor seat belt use rates continually noted that a good bus driver set the tone for the entire bus,
especially seat belt use.
Drivers expressed belief in the ability of seat belts to improve school bus safety. However, their
ratings and written comments also indicated two concerns with seat belts: 1) higher seatbacks
reduce the driver’s ability to see pupils and 2) drivers may be held responsible for ensuring
students wear their belts. The following comments exemplify these points:
•
•

•

“I feel that if seat belts are used on the bus then the principals will need to back the bus
drivers concerning the rules of the seat belts and enforcing them.”
“For every advantage there is a disadvantage. Enforcement by the driver is almost
impossible. Aides will be necessary to make this successful. High seatbacks are a
visibility problem for the driver!”
“Seats are too high. Cannot see what children are doing.”

4.4 Principals’ Opinions
Although principals were among the strongest supporters of belt use, they were not as optimistic
about seat belts in the post-survey as in the pre-survey. Their comments do not provide insight
into the reason, but it could have been because fewer principals participated in the post-survey.
General observations can be made about principals’ views toward seat belts:
•
•
•

Principals believe school buses are safe with respect to traffic accidents.
Participating principals tend to believe school bus seat belts will make children safer with
respect to traffic accidents.
Responding principals tend to believe school bus seat belts will improve student behavior
and decrease discipline problems.

4.5 Transportation Supervisors’ Opinions
Transportation supervisors believe school buses are already safe. Several expressed concern for
adding seat belts in their written comments:
•
•

They believe adding seat belts will cause a serious loss of capacity for their fleet.
They believe adding seat belts will increase expenses, require more resources, and
increase the time required for the buses to run their routes.

4.6 Who Sets Expectations?
Principals, transportation supervisors, and drivers/aides were asked “who is most responsible for
setting expectation for pupils to use lap/shoulder belts on school buses?” The questionnaire listed
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six possibilities: the State Board of Education, principals, teachers, drivers/aides, parents, and
other children.
No group was consistently identified as most responsible for encouraging or requiring seat belt
use. However, aggregating the top three votes from each post-survey stakeholder group yielded
the following results:
•
•
•
•
•

Parents were deemed most responsible by two groups (including one tie).
Drivers/aides were deemed most responsible by two groups (including one tie).
Principals were deemed the third most responsible.
Other children were deemed fourth most responsible (receiving only the drivers/aides
third-place vote).
Respondents did not feel the State Board or teachers were responsible for setting seat
belt-use expectations.

Only the opinions of the drivers/aides changed from pre-survey to post-survey. In the presurvey, they voted themselves most responsible and parents least responsible. In the post-survey,
they voted themselves and parents as tied for most responsible.
4.7 Summary
Pre- and post-surveys were used to assess the attitudes of stakeholders in the decision to
implement seat belts on school buses. Parents and children, drivers and aides, principals, and
transportation supervisors participated in the surveys.
The strongest finding was a consistent belief across groups that school buses are safe and that
seat belts will make them even safer.
Again, readers who desire details should consult the three UTCA project reports on this topic.
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Section 5
Seat Belt-Use Rates
Determining the percentage of students who use seat belts was an important part of this study. If
a large percentage of students do not use seat belts on the school bus, then the potential safety
gains from seat belts would be compromised.
This section of the report describes the seat belt-use rates for two time periods. Over 64,000
observations of individual students were made during the 2008-2009 school year, and an
additional 105,500 observations were made in the 2009-2010 school year, for a total of almost
170,000 observations. The 2009-2010 data and findings were generally similar to those of 20082009.
This section briefly reviews important findings from the analysis of school bus seat belt-use rates
and the factors that influence them. Additional details may be found in UTCA reports 07407-4
and 07401-10.
5.1 Research Protocols
The study was designed to investigate a variety of situations. It included a representative cross
section of 10 local school systems representing elementary, middle, and high schools; rural and
urban locales; city and county systems; and small and large populations across the state. Three
manufacturers provided 12 type C and D buses, three manufacturers provided alternative seat
configurations, and three manufacturers provided digital camera systems. Bus aides were hired
for six of the buses; the other six buses did not have aides.
Discussions with national school bus experts and Alabama school transportation supervisors and
examination of early digital video from the buses were used to establish the data-collection
process. The research team collected data at the times suggested by experts as most typical: the
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday afternoon routes. Data were not collected on Monday or
Friday, the first or last week of the school year, special-event days, school holidays, school
placement-test days, and similar events because student behavior and belt use would not be
normal on those days. The “normal” rate determined in this manner would be the highest rate
that could be expected during a normal school week.
In 2008-09, UA researchers used 11 buses for data collection on the Tuesday-WednesdayThursday afternoon route. Data were collected from the beginning until the end of the route.
One bus was designated as a control (control bus one) and data were collected from it for all
weekdays, morning and afternoon routes, from the beginning to the end of routes. This allowed
a thorough evaluation of belt use during “atypical” times. It also provided a way to adjust the
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“normal” use rate to represent all time periods. Data collection for the 2009-10 school year was
slightly different. Data from “normal” times were collected for 10 route buses, and two buses
(control buses two and three) were used as controls. The third control bus provided additional
data in case there was disagreement between the first two.
5.2 Data Collection
The 12 school buses were configured with four fish-eye digital cameras mounted in the ceilings.
One camera was placed at the front left of the bus to observe the driver and to count the number
of students entering and exiting the bus. The other three were spaced along the center of the bus.
Periodically, the hard drive for each camera system was removed and replaced with a backup
hard drive, while the original drive was mailed to UA for data processing. This allowed UA
undergraduate research assistants enough time to observe the images, capture the data, and place
it in a database. The hard drive was then mailed back to the school system.
All twelve school systems captured data for both school years, but not all school systems
provided large amounts of data. Typically, this was due to difficulties in the installation or
operation of the camera systems. One bus was not in operation for most of the first year due to
such difficulties.
5.3 Data Analysis
5.3.1 Variability in Use Rates
As shown in Table 5-1, more than 64,000 individual observations of seat belt use were recorded
during the first school year. Most of the observations were for the afternoon route. The large
number of observations provides reliability to the study results.
The most striking result in the table is the extreme variability from bus to bus. Examination of
the third column shows that the appropriate use of seat belts ranged from a high of 94.5% on one
bus to a low of 4.8% on another bus. Likewise, the cumulative number of pupils observed on
individual buses ranged from a high of almost 24,000 to a low of less than 100. (Low values
were because some buses experienced continuing difficulties in installing the seats and operating
the camera system.)
The most important piece of data in the table is the average seat belt use for the first year of the
project. Although it is informative to compare the belt use rates from bus to bus, the system
average for afternoon routes is the value desired for this study (62.8% from Table 5-1). This
value tells us that on a normal day, on the afternoon route, an average of 62.8% of students are
buckled appropriately, 7.8% are buckled inappropriately, and 29.4% are not buckled.
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Table 5-1. School bus seat belt use observations (2008-2009)
Used
Properly
%
87.5
71.2
59.4
94.5
16.1
38.8
8.6
78.9
4.8
58.9
73.3
20.5
40,351
51.0%
32.0%
0.63
62.8%

Pupils
observed

Bus
Bus A
Bus B (Aide)
Bus C (Aide)
Bus D (Aide)
Bus E (Aide)
Bus F
Bus G
Bus H (Aide)
Bus I
Bus J (Aide)
Bus K
Bus L
Total
Average of Buses*
Standard Deviation
Coef. of Variation
System Average**

24,851
6,705
2,093
838
1,353
12,984
81
1,742
5,438
3,588
3617
952
64,242
5,354
7094
1.33

Used
Improperly
%
7.2
15.0
2.2
2.5
2.7
2.8
2.5
4.9
1.9
19.5
24.4
5.6
5,023
7.6%
7.7%
1.02
7.8%

Not
Used
sed
%
5.3
13.8
38.6
2.9
81.2
58.4
88.9
16.2
93.4
21.6
2.3
73.9
18,870
41.4%
35.7%
0.86
29.4%

*Average of buses = average of the individual use rates of the 12 buses
**System average = total pupils belted ÷ total pupils observed

There were many similarities in the two data samples (2008
(2008-09 and 2009-10),
10), including extreme
variability. There was variability from bus to bus
bus, but there was also variability for some buses
from year to year. Figure 5-11 shows that for bus D the use rate fell almost 40% from the first
year to the second, while for Bus I the use rate increased about 33%. These dramatic changes
were due to loss of an aide for Bus D and change of the driver for Bus I.

100%
2008-09
2009-10

75%
50%
25%
0%

Figure 5-1 Comparison of appropriate use of seat belts for two years

5.3.2 Average Rate of Seat Belt Use
For the 2008-09
09 year, the bus with the highest rate ooff appropriate use was 94.5% and the lowest
rate was 4.8%. During 2009-10
10 the highest rate was 92.4% and the lowest rate was 1.9%. The
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spread from high to low was about 90% both years. Interestingly, these four values came from
four different buses.
The average rate of appropriate seat belt use was 62.8% in the first school year and 60.7% in the
second school year. These are similar values. When all 170,000 observations are considered,
the average rate of appropriate seat belt use is 61.5%. This value is taken as the rate for the
entire study period and is used in cost-effectiveness determinations and other analyses.
5.3.3 Pupil Visibility Issues
In states that have enacted school bus seat belt legislation, drivers have expressed concern about
bus discipline because it is more difficult to see the pupils. The drivers in the Alabama pilot
project expressed the same concerns in the stakeholder surveys. The loss of visibility is due to
increased height of the seatbacks to provide a secure place to attach the top anchor of three- and
four-point belts. Typically, the seatback height is increased from 20 inches to 28 or 32 inches.
The visibility issue was investigated in 2008-09 using two buses. UA researchers determined the
number of pupils on a bus at any one time by counting pupils as they entered and exited the bus.
Then each seat was examined to determine whether a pupil could be seen on the digital camera
system. If a pupil could be seen, he or she was observed for the presence of a seat belt.
For the first bus, UA student assistants could not determine belt use for 34.7% of pupils, even
using extensive observation time. For the second bus, UA researchers could not see or identify
seat belt use for 30.6% of them. Bus drivers on an average bus (without overhead digital
cameras) will almost certainly have considerably less success in determining belt use. This
finding implies that the high seatbacks and other conditions pose a considerable challenge for
drivers in enforcing belt use, regardless of the bus loading or pupil ages.
5.3.4 Other Factors
UA researchers examined trends and factors that might be important in encouraging seat belt use.
Examples include the effectiveness of the driver or aide, the ages of pupils, the time of day and
day of week, the length of the route, and types of inappropriate belt use (leg in aisle, wearing
back pack, etc.). The roles and relationships between many of these factors could not be
determined statistically, typically because of small sample sizes (only 12 buses and only 6 aides).
Video observation brought clarity to some of these issues. For example, the video observers
concluded the most important factor in the rate of seat belt use was the bus driver. A driver who
cared for pupils and consistently encouraged seat belt use overcame much of the resistance to
belt use.
5.4 Summary
This brief overview has documented several findings. First, there can be high levels of
variability in the appropriate use of school bus seat belts from bus to bus and, for some buses,
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year to year. Second, based on almost 170,000 individual observations of pupils, the average rate
of appropriate seat belt use in the Alabama test buses during two combined test years was 61.5%.
Third, many factors affect seat belt-use rates. The data were sufficient for UA researchers to
identify many of them and to document the specific effects of some of them. Extensive visual
observations by research assistants provided clarity to others.
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Section 6
Bus-Capacity Analysis
The bus-capacity analysis was conducted to determine the percentage of buses with insufficient
capacity to carry their current pupil loads after installation of seat belts. The analysis was also
intended to recommend strategies and fleet-size requirements for optimal utilization of school
buses. The study was limited to type C and type D school buses with capacities ranging from 71
to 84 elementary-school pupils, which are typical in Alabama.
Seat belts require stronger seats (3,000 pounds on each belt anchor [NHTSA 2008]) to handle the
shock loads at impact. These loads require stronger frames with thicker seatbacks. Seat
manufacturers report the seatbacks will be five to seven inches thick, meaning each row of seats
will require two to four more inches of space. A normal bus needs to be extended 24 to 48
inches to accommodate all 12 of its rows. If bus passenger compartments are not extended, at
least one row of seats would be lost and possibly two. This would be a loss of 8% to 17% of
current seat capacity.
Additionally, the belt buckle latches are installed at fixed locations, 15 inches apart, which
makes it impossible to seat three elementary-school pupils on a standard, 39-inch-wide bench
seat. To compensate, manufacturers are producing configurations with three seats on a wider
bench on one side of the bus and two seats on a narrower bench on the other side (loss of one
seat per row).
6.1 Previous Research
UTCA researchers located previous studies by NHTSA; the Governments of Indiana, North
Carolina, and Texas; and the Congressional Research Service (CRS). These studies identified
important issues and provided general estimates of capacity reduction and costs to install seat
belts.
Table 6-1 compares the costs and potential reductions in capacity from the five studies. The
cost-per-bus column shows more recent studies place the cost of adding seat belts to a school bus
at roughly $10,000 to $15,000. Additionally, the possible-capacity-reduction column indicates
that up to 33% of a bus’s capacity could be lost with the addition of seat belts.
6.1.1 Congressional Research Service
The CRS (2007) report “Seat Belts on School Buses: Overview of the Issue” indicated that threepoint lap/shoulder seat belts for a large bus could cost from $8,000 to $15,000. With annual
sales of roughly 31,000 new large school buses, the additional cost of equipping the nation’s
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fleet of large school buses with these belts could be between $250 million and $465 million per
year. This is an increase of about 10% to 20% in annual spending on large school buses.
Table 6-1. Summary of reported costs for installation of 3-point seat belts
and possible reductions in bus capacity
Study

Date

Cost per Bus

Possible Capacity
Reduction

NHTSA Report to Congress (2002)

2002

$2440 to 3550*

17%
0 to 33%

Indiana School Bus Study (Steiger 2005)

2005

-

NC State School Bus Study (ITRE 2007)

2007

$7,700

8 to 17%

CRS Report for Congress (2007)

2007

$8,000 to 15,000

16 to 33%

Texas State Government (LBBS 2009)

2009

$9,300 to $14,000

-

* Cost of a lap/shoulder seat belt, $40 to $50, multiplied by 60 to 71 seats gives total cost for a bus.

CRS proposed several options: (1) maintain the status quo, (2) require lap/shoulder belts on large
school buses, (3) encourage the purchase of large school buses with lap/shoulder belts, or (4)
pursue alternative safety initiatives. Alternative safety initiatives include shifting pupils from
more dangerous modes of transportation (bicycles, walking, and riding in passenger vehicles
driven by teens) to safer modes (school buses). Other options include making school bus pick-up
and drop-off locations safer, implementing and enforcing graduated licensing programs for teen
drivers, and equipping school buses with onboard data recorders. These alternative safety
techniques may prove applicable in Alabama if seat belts are not added to the school bus fleet.
6.2 Alabama Capacity Analysis
The capacity-analysis procedure created for this study compares current student loads on buses
(by student size) with the seats available after seat belts are added in multiple configurations. If
the current student load exceeds the estimated seating capacity, then the bus is over-crowded and
the school district must consider purchasing an additional bus.
Four seat-row arrangements were considered. The standard configuration – 12 rows of 3 seats
on each side of the aisle (a “3/3-12 configuration”) – serves as a baseline for the other
configurations:
•
•
•

3/3-11 (one row of seats is lost)
3/2-12 (one seat per row is lost)
3/2-11 (one row and one seat per row is lost)

Most school systems prepare seating charts and assign pupils to specific seats. When a 3-2
configuration is used, elementary-school pupils are assigned to the three-seat side of the bus to
prevent two older students from occupying a three seat, thereby reducing capacity. When the
three-seat side of the bus is full, elementary-school pupils may spill over to the two-seat side.
The Alabama study assumes that this precaution has been taken to ensure efficiency in seating.
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6.2.1 Data for the Study – Number of Buses and Pupils per Bus
To conduct this study, UA researchers needed to know the number of students in the bus, their
size (either two middle/high-school pupils or three elementary-school pupils can sit on a 39-inchwide seat), and other pertinent information. ALSDE asked school transportation supervisors to
provide these data. There was a good response rate, but it was clear that in some cases
supervisors used different terminologies and different methods for handling non-standard routing
situations. UA researchers screened the data extensively and removed those data that clearly
failed to meet the route and pupil-load definitions provided by UA. The 2,222 buses remaining
in the data represent almost 28% of the fleet and constitute a generous sample size for the study.
6.2.2 Configuration Effect on Capacity
After the capacity analysis was performed, the capacity of each bus after seat belt installation
was established. Table 6-2 compares the estimated percentage of buses without sufficient
capacity to handle their current loads once seat belts are implemented.
Table 6-2. Initial estimates of buses not meeting capacity
after seat belt installation (Transportation Supervisor data)
Source of Data

Sample Size

Seat/Row
Configuration

Estimate of Buses
Not Meeting Capacity

Transportation
Supervisors
Detailed Data

2,222
Buses

3/3 - 12 rows*
3/3 - 11 rows
3/2 - 12 rows
3/2 - 11 rows

68 (3.1%)
365(16.4%)
145 (6.6%)
445 (20.0%)

*Current configuration, no loss of capacity

The results suggest 3.1% of the fleet’s buses are over capacity. This number should be near zero,
but some buses in the data may be carrying more than their theoretical capacities given their mix
of pupils. For example, three middle-school students are small enough to share one bench,
putting more students in the bus than it can theoretically hold. Other probable causes of the
discrepancy are clerical mistakes and number padding by bus drivers or transportation
supervisors.
Assuming approximately 1% of the current buses legitimately exceed their theoretical capacity,
clerical and other errors have been made for 2% of the buses. UA researchers then reduced the
overload percentages in Table 6-2 to 1%, 14%, 5%, and 18% for the 3/3-12, 3/3-11, 3/2-12, and
3/3-11 configurations respectively.
6.2.3 Reducing the Number of Additional Buses Needed
Many school buses will have insufficient capacity once seat belts are installed. However, Table
6-3 shows some buses would exceed their capacity by only a few pupils. For a 3/2-11
configuration, 95 buses (21% of the sample) would be over capacity by only one pupil, and 238
(53% of the sample) would be overloaded by three or fewer pupils. For a 3/3-11 configuration,
almost half the overloaded buses would no longer be overloaded if two pupils could be moved to
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another bus or another seat configuration could be adopted. Removing only a few pupils can
change the “over capacity” status of many buses.
Table 6-3. Buses by number of pupils overloaded
(2,222 buses in sample)
Range of Pupils
Beyond Capacity

3/2-11

3/2-12

3/3-11

3/3-12

1
2
3
4-6
7-12
13-17
>17

95
75
68
140
41
26
0

77
20
6
22
30
0
0

92
71
73
129
0
0
0

68
0
0
0
0
0
0

Theoretical max loss
of capacity (pupils)

17

12

6

0

Buses > max theory
loss of capacity

0

0

0

68

Total

445

144

365

68

Shaded areas indicate buses overloaded beyond theoretical capacity.

Given the results of Table 6-3, school systems might be able to minimize the capacity loss due to
seat belts, especially when capacity is exceeded by only a few pupils. The following suggestions
might help reduce the number of additional buses needed:
•
•
•

•

For buses carrying only middle- and high-school pupils, capacity could be maximized
with a 2/2 configuration, which avoids the 30-inch-wide seat of a 3/2 configuration.
Transportation supervisors might change bus routes by shifting three to six pupils to an
adjacent route that is under capacity.
Some buses could run additional short routes without exceeding the drivers’ allotted work
hours. Drivers’ salaries and benefits are the greatest cost item over the life of a school
bus, and this provides more driver service without driving up cost.
Some capacity could be gained if the State stops granting exceptions to its prohibition on
school buses for pupils who live within two miles of school.

6.3 Impact of Flex Seats and Longer Seating Compartments
Flex seats are adjustable and can accommodate two large pupils or three small pupils on every
bench on both sides of a bus. UTCA evaluated flex seats using video observations, phone
interviews with school systems in other states, and a field observation. The evaluation found that
flex seats work well, especially for smaller pupils. However, the four Alabama pilot-project
buses with flex seats used minimum row spacing to provide 12 rows of seats, and the aisles were
narrow.
Other states identified row spacing and aisle width as flex-seat issues when carrying middle- and
high-school pupils. The narrow aisle can be partially overcome by staggering rows on either side
of the bus (that is, the left and right benches are not directly across from each other). ALSDE
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prefers max row spacing, which would require a 3/3-11 configuration for typical bus lengths,
resulting in a loss of one row of seats.
There may be a second way to mitigate loss of capacity due to seat belts. School bus
manufacturers can lengthen school bus seating compartments to restore the row of lost seats.
However, that change would require lengthening the wheel base, making the bus more difficult
to control, requiring a larger turning radius, and causing the rear of the bus to scrape on some rail
road crossings or dips in the road. This is a detriment to bus movement, especially in small,
crowded school areas and on narrow, crooked rural roads. As individual school systems
contemplate using flex seats, they can examine their bus movements to determine where a longer
bus wheelbase is possible.
Taken together, flex seats and longer seating compartments offer the possibility of maintaining
each bus’s current capacity while using seat belts. However, the degree of local success will be
linked to configuration decisions made by individual school systems when they purchase school
buses.
6.4 Summary
Installing seat belts on school buses reduces capacity in two ways. First, the thicker seatbacks
take more floor space and result in the loss of one or more rows. Second, three elementaryschool pupils cannot sit on one bench with the minimum fixed width between belt-buckle
latches, so seats must be a little narrower (for two pupils) on one side of the aisle and a little
wider (for three pupils) on the other side. As a result, one seat is lost per row.
The potential for losing school bus capacity has been known for some time, but the inability to
obtain accurate pupil-load data for each bus in the system has limited the ability of previous
studies to accurately estimate losses for various seat/row configurations. The pilot study
overcame these limits by using the number and sizes (elementary and middle/high school) of
pupils on 2,222 route buses operating in Alabama. This study was more analytical and used
better data than any study identified in the literature.
Data screening and testing limited the estimated error rate to a maximum of 2%. This maximum
error rate was subtracted from the estimated rate of buses failing to meet capacity after seat belts
are installed (Table 6-2) to yield the percentage of buses overloaded following implementation of
seat belts: 3/2-12 (5%), 3/3-11 (14%), and 3/2-11 (18%). In other words, depending on the
configuration selected, between 5% and 18% more buses would be needed.
There are two ways to possibly regain lost capacity. The first way is to use flex seats, which
accommodate either three small pupils or two large pupils on each bench seat. UA researchers
confirmed the operation of these seats during the pilot study. However, they cost more than
other types of seats and they occupy more floor space, leading to less leg room and narrower
aisles.
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The second way is to lengthen the passenger compartment to offset the loss of a row of seats.
However, this requires a longer wheelbase, which could lead to difficulties in small school dropoff areas or on narrow roads with sharp curves.
In summary, this study was the most analytical and used the best data of any
configuration/capacity study conducted to date. It has provided the best estimates of capacity
loss when seat belts are installed. It has also suggested ways to overcome part or all of those
losses.
6.5 Additional Information
Readers interested in additional information about the effects of seat belts on school bus capacity
should consult UTCA report 04704-7.
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Section 7
Cost Effectiveness
7.1 Introduction
The key piece of missing information in the decision to implement school bus seat belts is cost
effectiveness. This section of the report provides an overview of the pilot project costeffectiveness study. Complex issues are involved, such as determination of the costs and
benefits of seat belts, effects of various seat configurations and resulting capacity losses,
sizes/ages of pupils, seat belt-use rates, and the anticipated number and severity of crashes with
and without the belts. For more details, please consult UTCA report 07407-9.
For this study, UTCA researchers adopted the cost-effectiveness methodology used in NHTSA
(2008): “Final Rule to Upgrade School Bus Passenger Protection in FMVSS Nos. 207, 208, 210,
and 222.”
Table 7-1 gives a simplified outline of the methodology used. In general, the steps are addressed
in sequence in the remainder of this report.
Table 7-1. Outline of cost effectiveness methodology for the Alabama pilot project
1

Define the specific goal(s) of the study

2

Identify sources of potential benefits and costs and the data needed to conduct the study

3

Determine if data are available and in the appropriate format (crash, fatality, and injury
statistics on the MAIS scale)

4

Determine the effectiveness of available countermeasures

5

Apply safety-effectiveness ratios of countermeasures to determine potential lives saved and
injuries prevented

6

Determine the costs of implementation

7

Determine the benefits (NHTSA Value of a Statistical Life)

8

Determine the benefit/cost ratio and the time value of benefits

9

Identify best use of funding (including alternative safety uses, if appropriate)

10

Summarize study and prepare recommendations

7.2 Data Sources
Once the goal of the study (a NHTSA-type cost-effectiveness review) was defined, the next step
was to identify the required data and to obtain that data.
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7.2.1 Cost Data
ALSDE compiled cost information from its records and from quotes obtained from school bus
vendors (Table 7-2). Most entries in the table are self-explanatory, but others require
explanation. The entries under the heading “additional cost of seat belts” refer to the additional
expense of seat belts beyond the cost of traditional seats. For example, “3/3 with max seat
spacing” refers to 11 rows of seats, 3 seats on each side of the bus aisle.
Table 7-2. Average 2010 costs for school bus purchase and operation
Expense Category

Cost

New school bus, average cost

$79,890

Operating costs – annual fuel per bus

$4,867

Operating costs – annual maintenance/other per bus

$3,106

Average salary/wages – driver:

$14,106/$12,165; total $26,271

Average salary/wages – aide:

$10,092/$12,165; total $21,443

Additional cost of seat belts
3/3 with max seat spacing:

$12,000

3/3 without max spacing:

$15,000

3/2 with max seat spacing:
3/2 without max spacing:

$11,000
$13,000

Additional cost of extending passenger compartment to
$1,000
offset loss of a row of seats due to thicker seatbacks
Fleet replacement cycle is 10 years
Growth/year: Pupils transported = 0%; Buses purchased =0%; miles traveled = 1.1%
Source: ALSDE

7.2.2 Capacity-Loss Data
Seat belts reduce the number of seats available on buses, with the size of the reduction related to
the seating configuration chosen. Similar studies have been limited by the complexity of seating
configurations and the lack of accurate data. The pilot project used actual pupil loads (the
number and sizes of pupils) on individual buses. The data were carefully screened and tested,
and erroneous or questionable data were removed. The 2,222 buses remaining in the sample
were analyzed to determine the percentage of overloaded buses for each configuration. To
restore capacity, a new bus must be purchased to replace each overloaded bus.
The initial results indicated 3% of existing buses were already beyond capacity (see Section 6).
UA researchers were aware that up to 1% of buses were over running over capacity. This meant
that the baseline estimate (for the current 3/3-12 configuration) contained as much as 2% error.
UA researchers concluded that it was reasonable apply a 2% reduction to the calculated overload
percentages in Table 6-2. This produced overload estimates of 1%, 14%, 5%, and 18% for the
3/3-12, 3/3-11, 3/2-12, and 3/3-11 configurations respectively.
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7.2.3 Crash Data
The primary benefit of seat belts is reduced fatalities and serious injuries, so the data needed for
this study are the numbers of fatalities and injuries to pupils inside school buses when crashes
occur. Drivers were not considered in the analysis because they have seat belts, and pupils
outside the bus were not considered because the belts cannot help them.
Sufficient Alabama school bus-injury data were available to perform the analysis. However,
fatal school bus crashes in Alabama are too rare for statistical analysis, so the national school
bus-fatality pattern was used as a proxy for the Alabama school bus-fatality pattern.
Table 7.3 shows 10 years of Alabama injury data (1999-2008). The injuries are sorted by the
severity level assigned by crash investigation officers using the KABCO injury scale.
Table 7-3. Pupils injured in Alabama school bus crashes (1999-2008)
K

A

B

C

O

killed

visible or
carried
from
scene

bruise or
abrasion
or swelling

minor
pain or
faint

not
injured

Total

1999

0

80

13

60

319

472

2000

0

53

9

14

290

366

2001

0

17

2

26

251

296

2002

0

36

4

42

235

317

2003

0

23

5

38

304

370

2004

0

15

1

37

288

341

2005

0

44

1

45

292

382

2006

4

82

10

23

306

425

2007

0

19

17

30

319

385

2008

0

33

4

39

231

307

Total

4

402

66

354

2835

3661

0.1%

11.0%

1.8%

9.7%

77.4%

100.0%

0.4

40.2

6.6

35.4

283.5

366.1

Year

% all
crashes
Average

At this point, 10 years of Alabama injury and fatality data were available. The injury data
included injury severity and crash characteristics. However, the KABCO injury scale used by
crash-investigation officers cannot be directly related to injury treatment or injury costs, so the
data must be transformed so it can be used.
The data transformations were performed using NHTSA’s (2008) method. Some of the
transformations were complex and cannot be described easily in the limited space available in
this report. They are briefly described:
•

The KABCO data were translated to the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS)
(Table 7-4).
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•

•
•

Fatalities/injuries were associated with crash impact points on school buses (which was
needed because seat belts are unequally effective for front, side, and rear impacts and
rollover crashes).
Fatalities/injuries were associated with pupil age groups (which was needed because
younger pupils have more serious injury consequences).
Fatalities/injuries were associated with principal body part injured (which was needed
because injuries to the head, thorax, and trunk are more serious than to other body parts).

Once these transformations were made, it was possible to estimate fatality reductions and
reductions in the severity of injuries.
Table 7-4. Transformed annual Alabama school bus injuries and
fatalities by MAIS injury level and point of impact on the bus
MAIS Injury
Level

Front-End
Impact

Side
Impact

Rollover

Total

0
1
2
3
4
5

79.08
14.22
4.10
2.06
0.26
0.18

122.76
28.82
5.24
2.37
0.32
0.18

0.08
0.72
0.35
0.24
0.05
0.04

201.92
43.76
9.69
4.67
0.63
0.40

Level
1 - 5 Injuries

20.82

36.93

1.40

59.15

Fatalities

0.10

0.09

0.14

0.33

MAIS Level 0 indicates no injury

7.3 Implementation Phasing and Associated Costs
The cost of installing seat belts on every bus at once is prohibitive. Moreover, the frames of
existing buses were not designed to anchor the new seats or to absorb shock forces from the new
seats during a crash. It is more realistic and more cost-efficient to phase in seat belts as new
buses are purchased. The ALSDE policy is to replace its school bus fleet over a 10-year period,
so each year an additional 10% of the fleet will have seat belts. This means 10% more safety
benefits and 10% more costs. It also means increasing the school bus budget each year.
A second cost issue is that individual school systems have choices to make: bus type, bus
manufacturer, seat manufacturer, seat configuration, seat spacing, bus length, whether to employ
an aide, and similar issues. UA researchers conducted analyses to determine the direct
(purchase) and indirect (offset loss of capacity) costs of each seat configuration and
minimum/maximum row spacing.
Table 7-5 tabulates the costs for phased implementation for the four seat configurations under
study. A fifth configuration was added during this portion of the study. It is a flex-seat bus with
an extended passenger compartment to offset the loss of a row of seats. It was the least costly
option for implementing seat belts, at a 10-year cost of $117,600,000. After the phase in, annual
costs stabilize at $11,760,000. The most costly option was the 3/2-11 with aides, at a 10-year
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cost of $1.4 billion. After the phase in, annual costs stabilize at $236,790,000. Regardless of the
configuration, the table reflects large costs, especially when the nation is dealing with an
economic downturn.
Table 7-5. Summary of costs of school bus seat belts by configuration over a 10-year
installation period, without consideration of the time value of money (2010 dollars)
Column 1
Configuration
1,2

3/3-12 Flex

2

3

4

Year

Fleet
Rotation
(x $1000)

Restore
Capacity
(x $1000)

Added
w/o Aides
(x $1000)

5
Added w/
Aides
(x $1000)

Cumulative
w/o Aides
(x $1000)

6
Cumulative
w/ Aides
(x $1000)

1st

$11,025

$759

$12,058

$27,990

$12,058

$27,990

Continue for years 2 – 9
1,2

3/3-12 Flex
3

3/3-11

10th

$11,025

$759

$14,524

$182,916

$132,909

$1,055,300

1st

$8,820

$9,465

$21,812

$39,781

$21,812

$39,781

Continue for years 2 – 9
3

3/3-11

4,2

3/2-12

10th

$8,820

$9,465

$53,566

$223,985

$376,839

$1,319,601

1st

$9,555

$3,437

$14,259

$30,813

$14,259

$30,813

Continue for years 2 – 9
4,2

3/2-12

5

3/2-11

10th

$9,555

$3,437

$25,662

$194,676

$199,606

$1,128,216

1st

$8,085

$12,088

$24,728

$43,340

$24,728

$43,340

Continue for years 2 – 9
5

3/2-11

6

3/3-12 Long

10th

$8,085

$12,088

$65,718

$236,790

$452,228

$1,401,424

1st

$11,760

$0

$11,760

$0

$11,760

$27,521

$0

$11,760

$0

$117,600

$1,038,277

Continue for years 2 - 9
6

3/3-12 Long

10th

$11,760

1

Standard length bus, flex seats at min spacing
2
Min spacing of seats does not meet ALSDE spacing criteria
3
Standard length bus, flex seats at max spacing, loss of one row of seats due to seatback thickness
4
Standard length bus, standard seats at min spacing
5
Standard length bus, standard seats at max spacing
6
Extended length bus to accommodate flex seat with max spacing, no loss of a row due to seatback thickness

7.4 Estimates of Benefits
7.4.1 Reduction of Injuries and Fatalities
Seat belts give better protection for some types of crashes (points of impact) than for others. For
front-end crashes, NHTSA (2008) related the impact forces on un-restrained crash dummies in
sled tests to the transformed data and predicted injuries and fatalities. By repeating the test with
restrained (lap/shoulder belts) dummies, it was possible to predict the reduction in fatalities and
injuries.
Sled-crash testing was not available for other points of impact, so NHTSA used proxy values.
For side impacts and rollover crashes, belt-effectiveness rates for automobiles were taken from
the Kahane (2000). For rear impacts, seat belts do not offer additional protection above that of
compartmentalization. Nor are seat belts are effective for “non-collision events.” These last two
categories accounted for about 15% of fatalities and injuries but were omitted from further study
because seat belts do not produce benefits for them. Table 7-6 shows the values used by
NHTSA.
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Table 7-6. NHTSA (2008) crash reduction factors by point of impact
Non
Collision
Crash Reduction
Sled tests
21%
74%
N/A*
N/A*
*Seat belts do not provide meaningful reductions for these points of impact

Point of Impact

Front

Side

Rollover

Rear

Researchers applied the reduction factors for front-end, side, and rollover crashes to the
transformed (KABCO to MAIS) Alabama data in Table 7-4 to estimate the number of injuries
and deaths prevented by seat belts, assuming 100% seat belt use. But the average seat belt-use
rate was 61.5%, as determined through 170,000 observations of individual pupils (see Section 5).
Accordingly, the fatality/injury-reduction estimates were reduced to 61.5% their initial value.
The results are shown in Table 7-7.
Table 7-7. Annual reductions of injuries and fatalities,
reflecting average seat belt use of 61.5%
Injury Levels

Front

Side

Rollover

Totals

MAIS 1
MAIS 2
MAIS 3
MAIS 4
MAIS 5
Total Injuries
Fatalities

0.61
0.75
0.59
0.15
0.10
2.20
0.05

3.72
0.68
0.31
0.04
0.02
4.77
0.01

0.33
0.16
0.11
0.02
0.02
0.64
0.06

4.66
1.59
1.00
0.21
0.14
7.60
0.13

On average, the belts will save 0.13 lives and 7.60 injuries per year. The seat belts were 39%
effective in reducing fatalities and 13% effective in reducing injuries. However, the change in
injuries was better than it first appeared. Although few injuries were prevented, many serious
injuries were made less serious injuries by the belts.
7.4.2 Economic Value of Benefits
NHTSA determines the economic value of reductions in fatalities and injuries using the “Value
of a Statistical Life” (VSL). This is a well-documented process that uses 10 factors – such as
medical costs, loss of household productivity, and loss of business productivity – to assign an
economic cost for loss of life and a relative cost for each MAIS injury level.
UA updated the VSL estimates in NHTSA (2008) to 2010 dollars using the Consumer Price
Index and applied them to the reduction of fatalities and reductions for each MAIS injury class.
This procedure estimated that seat belts reductions would save, on average, $2,744,521 per year
in Alabama.
7.5 Benefit/Cost Analysis
NHTSA (2008) conducts two types of analyses for rule-making: “A cost-effectiveness estimate
that measures the cost per equivalent life saved … [and] the benefit-cost estimate that measures
the net benefit, which is the difference between benefits and net costs in monetary values.”
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Because future values of benefits are included in the analysis, they are discounted. NHTSA
performs the discounting using a range of discount rates.
7.5.1 Cost Effectiveness
The determination of the cost per equivalent life saved is based on comprehensive values and
comprises economic impacts and lost quality of life. Non-fatal injuries are transformed to
fatalities using ratios, where MAIS injury ratios are defined as the cost of preventing each class
of MAIS injury divided by the cost of preventing a fatality.
The MAIS ratios are multiplied by the number of MAIS injuries to produce the number of
equivalent lives saved. This process is shown in Table 7-8, and the resulting undiscounted value
of equivalent lives saved is 0.427 per year. Because the analysis covers the life cycle of a bus
(10 years in Alabama), the value is expressed as 4.27 equivalent lives over 10 years.
Table 7-8. Calculation of Alabama equivalent lives saved
MAIS 1

MAIS 2

MAIS 3

MAIS 4

MAIS 5

Fatal

4.66

1.59

1.00

0.22

0.15

0.12

Relative*

0.0028

0.0436

0.0804

0.1998

0.6656

1.0000

Equivalent
Fatalities

0.013

0.069

0.081

0.043

0.098

0.123

Number of
Injuries

Equivalent
Lives per
Year

0.427

*Relative is the ratio described in the above narrative

The number of equivalent lives saved must be discounted over time. School bus mileage was
selected as the measure of use because it is a measure of exposure to crashes. Alabama motor
vehicles have recently traveled 1.1% farther each year, and in the 2009-2010 academic year the
average Alabama school bus travelled 11,212 miles. The 2009-10 mileage was extended 10
years into the future (the life of an Alabama school bus) at a 1.1% growth rate per year. Using
NHTSA’s (2008) standard 3% and 7% discount rates, the discounted values of mileage were
calculated as 0.8636 and 0.7725 respectively. These values were applied to the 4.27 equivalent
lives saved and multiplied by the Value of a Statistical Life ($6,443,964 in 2010 dollars). This
produced an estimate of the cost per equivalent Alabama pupil life saved as $32 million to $38
million.
7.5.2 Net Benefits
NHTSA calculates net benefits as the monetary difference between benefits and costs. Because
it deals with future benefits, it is discounted in the same manner as the calculation of the cost of
an equivalent life saved.
There are two differences. First, seat belts affect the crashworthiness of the bus; they do not
affect items such as property damage or traffic jams. So unlike the calculation of the cost to save
an equivalent life, comprehensive crash costs are not used. Instead, injury and fatality costs are
used because they exclude property damage and traffic jams. The NHTSA (2008) value of
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preventing a fatality, updated by UA researchers to a 2010 value of $6,418,670, was used for
calculations in this report.
Second, researchers calculated net benefits only for the 3/3-12 long configuration without aides.
It is the least expensive seat/row arrangement and provides the greatest net benefits. All other
configurations have lower net benefits.
NHTSA determines total present benefits by multiplying the value of a statistical life by the
equivalent lives saved. For this analysis, 4.27 lives were multiplied by $6,418,670. The cost of
installing the seat belts over the 10-year replacement cycle for Alabama schools is $117.6
million (Table 7-5). Subtracting costs from benefits provides a range of discounted net benefits
of -$104 million to - $125 million.
Because the costs exceed the benefits, the net benefits have negative values. One reason the
values are so large is there have been few fatalities to Alabama pupils inside school buses. Only
five pupils inside school buses have been killed in crashes since 1977, when school bus
compartmentalization was first required. Another reason is seat belts cannot save all lives in a
crash. This research determined that, on average, seat belts could reduce Alabama pupil
fatalities by 39%, not 100%.
7.6 Summary
The cost-effectiveness portion of the pilot project was patterned after NHTSA’s (2008)
methodology. It used 2009-2010 costs from ALSDE files and vendor quotations and estimated
the economic costs of benefits (fatalities and injuries reduced).
Five configurations of seats were analyzed with and without aides to determine the most and
least cost-effective configurations. The following conclusions were drawn:
•
•
•
•

The cost of an equivalent life saved from seat belt implementation is $32 million to $38
million.
The net benefits from seat belt implementation over one cycle of fleet life are negative,
ranging from -$104 million to - $125 million.
The most cost-effective configuration for installation of seat belts is the 3/3-12 long. The
least cost-effective configuration for installation of seat belts is the 3/2-11.
Costs far exceed benefits, indicating school bus seat belts may not be as cost effective as
other types of safety treatments.

The economic portion of these findings implies that the cost of implementation of seat belts is a
dominant consideration. It might be more prudent to identify and use more cost-effective types
of safety treatments to enhance school bus safety.
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Section 8
Summary and Conclusions
8.1 Summary
The Alabama pilot project has been the nation’s longest and most intense investigation of the
implementation of seat belts on school buses. It was conducted through eight initiatives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre- and post-project surveys of stakeholder attitudes.
Literature review.
Characteristics of school bus crashes.
Alabama school bus seat belt-use rates and factors contributing to them.
Safety-effectiveness estimates for school bus seat belts.
The effect of seat belts on school bus capacity.
Cost effectiveness of lap/shoulder seat belts on large school buses.

Eleven UTCA reports were prepared to document the findings of each initiative. This summary
report has overviewed all eight initiatives. Three of the topics deserve additional attention
because they contributed significant new knowledge to school bus seat belts. These key findings
of these studies are outlined in the following paragraphs.
8.1.1 Seat Belt Use Rates
Using ceiling-mounted fish-eye cameras on 12 pilot-project buses, UA student researchers made
170,000 independent observations of pupil seat belt use. The average rate of seat belt use was
61.5%. A second important finding was the strong variability in belt use from bus to bus (from
4.8% on one bus to 92.5% on another bus), and, for some buses, from year to year (belt use
dropped 40% for one bus).
Additional findings included ratings for the effectiveness of drivers and aides in encouraging belt
use, effects of pupil age, trends for time of day and day of week, decay of belt use over the
length of a bus route, and similar factors.
8.1.2 Seat Belt Effects on School Bus Capacity
A typical school has 12 rows with 3 small pupils on each side of the aisle for a maximum of 72
small pupils. This is called a 3/3-12 configuration. When two large pupils sit on either side of
the aisle, the configuration carries 48 pupils. Pupil age is important to school bus capacity.
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Seat belts can reduce capacity two ways. First, the seatbacks are two to four inches thicker with
seat belts, so buses need to be 24 to 48 inches longer to accommodate twelve rows of seats with
belts. One or two rows are lost because this addition is not possible on existing buses. Second,
the belt latches are located 15 inches apart, negating the possibility of seating three small pupils
or two large pupils on one side of the bus. Consequently, several types of seat/row
configurations have been introduced to accommodate seat belts.
This initiative utilized pupil load data (number of pupils and their sizes) for 2,220 current buses
in Alabama. The data were carefully screened and tested to minimize errors. UA researchers
created a methodology to place each current bus load on five proposed seat/row configurations,
and records were kept of the number of buses unable to carry their current loads after the belts
were installed. New buses must be purchased to replace this lost capacity. The following results
were obtained:
•
•
•
•

3/3-12 (current configuration) 1% buses overloaded
3/3-11(lose one row of seats) 14% additional buses needed
3/2-12 (lose one seat per row) 5% additional buses needed
3/2-11 (lose one row of seats and 1 seat per row) 18% additional buses needed

These findings use the most analytical methodology and the most accurate data of any study to
date, and the findings are noteworthy.
8.1.3 Cost Effectiveness
The most important piece of information for widespread implementation of seat belts on school
buses is the cost effectiveness of the belts. This is a complex issue, and progress has been
limited by the variety of configurations, insufficient or missing data, and other complications.
This initiative was patterned after an analysis by NHTSA (2008) to support potential rulemaking for school bus safety. Cost data were obtained by ALSDE from its files and from
quotes from vendors. Benefits were attributed to reductions in fatalities and injuries. Benefits
were estimated using data transformations and partitioning to produce the number of fatalities
and injuries prevented. The reductions were converted to economic values using the Value of a
Statistical Life procedure.
Five configurations of seats were analyzed with and without aides to determine the most and
least cost-effective configurations. The following conclusions were drawn:
•
•
•

The cost of an equivalent life saved from seat belt implementation in Alabama is $32
million to $38 million.
The net benefits from seat belt implementation over one cycle of Alabama fleet life are
negative, ranging from -$104 million to - $125 million.
The most cost-effective configuration for installation of seat belts is the 3/3-12 long. The
least cost-effective configuration for installation of seat belts is the 3/2-11.
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•

Costs far exceed benefits, and school bus seat belts appear to be less cost-effective than
other types of safety treatments.

The large economic values imply that the cost of implementation of seat belts is a dominant
consideration and that it might be more prudent to identify less more cost-effective types of
safety treatments to enhance school bus safety.
8.1.4 Alternative Safety Treatments are Recommended
This study documented that school bus seat belts are costly and have negative net benefits (that
is, the costs exceed the benefits). If funding is to be used to improve school bus safety, other
treatments will likely return higher net benefits.
The literature finds there are more pupil fatalities in loading/unloading zones than inside school
buses. Alabama crash data follow the same fatality pattern. In addition, in the current school
year ALSDE conducted a one-day state-wide survey that identified 1633 vehicles that illegally
passed school buses which were loading or unloading pupils, even though a state law requires
them to stop. If funding is to be spent on school bus safety, more lives could be saved by
investing in enhanced safety measures in loading/unloading zones rather than in installation of
seat belts. These treatments are almost certainly less expensive than seat belts. Examples of
such treatments include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New safety technology applicable to loading/unloading pupils to new bus purchases.
Additional driver training.
Additional education/training for students and teachers.
Additional training of crossing guards.
Upgraded traffic control at school crossings.
Public education about passing a school bus that is loading/unloading pupils.
Enforcement efforts by the Department of Public Safety, local police agencies, and
school districts.
Analysis of school loading areas for difficult bus maneuvers, mixing vehicles and child
pedestrians in the same traffic streams, and other potential contributors to pedestrian
crashes.
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OVERVIEW

School Travel Research:
It Takes a Team to Successfully Implement a Seat Belts on School Buses
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Purpose
The lap‐shoulder belts installed on new school buses in North Carolina (NC) create a need to
consider and design a comprehensive school bus seat belt program. Participating Local
Education Agencies (LEAs), who have already received the buses equipped with lap‐should seat
belt technology and agreed to require seat belt usage by students, will need to tap into several
different policy and practice areas in order to ensure that the belts are used as intended. This
toolkit provides the basic implementation framework components for districts in NC that have
received buses with seat belts and will be requiring students to use the lap‐shoulder belts.
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INTRODUCTION FOR STAKEHOLDERS: BENEFITS AND NC‐SPECIFIC RESEARCH

Why Put Belts on Buses? How Do We Get Kids to Use Them?
Current Federal Standards require large school buses, defined as a gross vehicle weight rating
(GVWR) of over 10,000 pounds, to provide crash protection through “compartmentalization.”
Compartmentalization refers to the design of school bus seat compartments to absorb force
impacts from child passengers both forwards and backwards. Research has shown
compartmentalization to be effective in protecting bus occupants in frontal and rear‐end
impacts, but students must be properly seated and remain in their “compartments” to be
protected.
On November 8, 2015, the Chief Administrator for the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, Dr. Mark Rosekind, spoke on the safety and regulatory agency’s position
regarding compartmentalization and seat belts on school buses: “Seat belts save lives. That is
true whether in a car or a big, yellow school bus. Our goal: A 3‐point seat belt for every child on
every bus.”
Benefits of Lap/Shoulder Belts on School Buses
 Current Federal Standards require large school buses (with a gross vehicle weight rating
(GVWR) of over 10,000 pounds to provide crash protection through
“compartmentalization.” Research has shown compartmentalization to be effective in
protecting bus occupants in frontal and rear‐end impacts, but students must be properly
seated and remain in their “compartments” to be protected.
 Seat belts, especially lap and shoulder combination seat belts, provide improved crash
protection and are beneficial especially in side‐impacts and rollovers. Over the past 10 years
(2005‐2014):
o Two‐thirds of the school buses in crashes involved in frontal or rear end collisions. A
third of the crashes were side impacts or rollovers.
o Over eighty percent of the students seriously injured as school bus passengers were
in side impact or rollover crashes that compartmentalization is not designed for.
 The use of seat belts can provide a reduction in injuries to out‐of‐position students kept in
their seats by their seat belts.
 The use of seat belts can lead to improvements in passenger behavior and distractions to
drivers.
 The use of seat belts in school buses can help to reinforce seat belt educational messages
aimed at school‐age children with the carry‐over effect helping to remind children to use
seat belts in cars.
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New Research: Addressing Concerns
There are several concerns when the topic of seat belts on school buses is discussed. Most of
these concerns are based more on misperceptions than on facts.


Concern: School bus collisions that result in death or serious injuries are often catastrophic
crashes involving large trucks or trains where belts may or may not help.
Facts: This may be true in some cases, but the use of lap/shoulder belts by all school bus
occupants will give the best chance for survival and reducing injuries.



Concern: Evacuation of the bus in case of fire or submersion in water could be hampered by
belted occupants.
Facts: According to popular lore that is perpetuated by TV and movies, is that many, if not
most, car crashes involve fire or submersion in water – if not both. Contrary to this common
myth, vehicle crashes involving fire or water are rare. According to North Carolina data for
the ten years 2005‐2014, only 0.05% of the 8,599 crash involved school buses caught on fire
and only 0.07% went into the water.
But just as important as how rare these incidents are is the fact that passengers can't
escape such dangers if they're knocked unconscious or seriously injured. Wearing a seat
belt gives everyone a much greater chance of being conscious and able‐bodied and able to
escape the vehicle – and to help others ‐ should the need arise.



Concern: Installation of seat belts does not guarantee use by students. The need for drivers
to monitor belt use will increase, rather than decrease, distractions.
Facts: The experience of California, a state who currently has a law requiring lap/shoulder
seat belts on new school buses and has a large numbers of lap/shoulder belt equipped
buses, is that:
o The students wear them because it is what they know
o There are no bus monitors
o Their overall experience has been that compliance is high
o Bus discipline is improved
The improved discipline that is widely reported on school buses equipped with lap/shoulder
belts, along with a required use policy, could be at least a partial solution to the problem of
retaining school bus drivers and reducing turnover.



Concern: Sharing of buses by different schools means that belts would be used by very
different sizes of children leading to difficulties of assuring a correct fit for all students.
Facts: The new generation of lap/shoulder belt equipped school bus seats, are designed to
seat two or three students with integrated lap/shoulder belts that can be easily adjusted to
the size of the rider. The flexible seating configuration eliminates the reduced capacity for
elementary school riders that was seen with earlier generations of lap/shoulder belt
equipped school bus seats.
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SIX STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING SEAT BELT PROGRAM

Step 1: Enact Seat Belt Policy
School District Administration (School
Board, Superintendent, Leadership Team)
Enacts School Bus Seat Belt Policy
Resources: Draft of Model School Bus
Seat Belt Policy

Step 2: Educate & Enforce Seat Belt Policy
Transportation Director, School Level Administrators
(Principal, Ass’t. Principal)

Enforces Seat Belt Behaviors in Accord with other
School Bus Behavioral Misconduct; Team Building

Resources:

Memos for Principals,
Teachers, Parents and User Guide

Step 3: Educate & Apply Seat Belt Policy
School Transportation (Bus Drivers, Maintenance)

Applies Seat Belt Usage Policy to Students Riding
School Bus to/from School; Document Behavioral
Misconduct
Resources:

Memos to Drivers and Maintenance
User Guide
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Step 4: Discuss & Model Seat Belt Policy
School Parents

Reviews school district policies and expectations of
student seat belt use while riding the school bus
Resources:

Letter to Parents
User Guide

Step 5: The Bucklers
Student Body (Individual Students; Student Groups)

Discusses seat belt use with parents; Trains on how to use
the lap‐shoulder seat belts on school buses; Assists others

Resources:

User Guide

Step 6: Local Media
Local Newspaper, Television and Radio Programs

Assist in bringing public awareness to the innovative
safety‐focused school bus seat belt program

Resources:

Press Release Template
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1.

SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION: ENACTING SCHOOL BUS SEAT BELT POLICIES

Step 1: Enact Seat Belt Policy
School District Administration (School
Board, Superintendent, Leadership Team)
Enacts School Bus Seat Belt Policy
Resources: Draft of Model School Bus
Seat Belt Policy
For the 2016‐2017 school year, a selection of new school buses are being equipped with
lap/shoulder seat belts as part of an implementation project in cooperation with the North
Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Transportation Services section. Over the past
decade, lap/shoulder belt technology has evolved and is being used in school districts across
the country. The State of California has required lap/shoulder belts to be installed in all new
school buses since 2005. Pilot projects in North Carolina achieved favorable results and now
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has held hearings and information
sessions in which the benefits of using lap/shoulder belts on school buses have been shared. Dr.
Mark Rosekind, Administrator of NHTSA, stated NHTSA’s new position in a meeting of school
transportation professionals last year: “Every child on every school bus should have a three‐
point seat belt.” Participating school districts have agreed that students are required to use
lap/shoulder belts when riding on a school bus equipped with that technology.
The Role of School Districts / LEAs
Individual North Carolina Local Education Agencies will need to develop and implement policies
designed to require students to use them on their trip to and from school. District level policies
that require the use of belts while riding buses equipped with this technology is imperative to
foster a culture of safety throughout school travel. School boards are vital to both creating
these policies and providing the tools necessary for district transportation staff to ensure that
the lap‐shoulder belts are being used by pupils during school travel.
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RECOMMENDED LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY SCHOOL BUS SEAT BELT POLICY

Lap/Shoulder Belts on North Carolina Public School Buses
July 2016
Overview. For the 2016‐2017 school year, {Insert Number of Buses Received w/ Belts} new school buses in {Insert
LEA Name} are being equipped with lap/shoulder seat belts as part of an implementation project in cooperation
with the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Transportation Services section. Over the past decade,
lap/shoulder belt technology has developed and is becoming used in many school districts across the country. The
State of California has required lap/shoulder belts to be installed in all new school buses since 2005. Pilot projects
in North Carolina achieved favorable results and now the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
has held hearings and information sessions in which the benefits of using lap/shoulder belts on school buses have
been shared. Dr. Mark Rosekind, Administrator of NHTSA, stated NHTSA’s new position in a meeting of school
transportation professionals last year: “Every child on every school bus should have a three‐point seat belt.”
Required Use Policy. School buses are the safest form of transportation for students and the use of lap/shoulder
belts supports that level of safety. {Insert LEA Name} Schools has agreed that students are required to use
lap/shoulder belts when riding on a school bus equipped with that technology.

INFORMATION FOR LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCIES (LEAs)
Recommended School Bus Seat Belt Policy.
Effective (Month) (Day), 2016, the school district will operate (Number of Busses) equipped with three‐point lap‐
shoulder seat belt systems. On busses equipped with three‐point lap‐shoulder seat belt systems, seat belt use shall
be mandatory for student riders.
All children will receive instruction on the proper use of seat belts on school busses at least three (3) times each
year. The Bus Driver shall be charged with applying and enforcing this policy requirement using standard LEA
standards and procedures as it pertains to student behavior management.
School Bus Drivers are responsible for instructing students to put on belts at three time periods:
1) Morning:
2) On Route:
3) Afternoon:

When students board the bus, inform students to wear seat belts;
If a student takes their belt off (visibly) while riding, verbal warn or cite;
Walk from front to back one time prior to school parking lot departure.

Note: Drivers are not responsible (i.e. liable) for students wearing belts while riding. Drivers are responsible for
instructing students to put on belts in any and all of the three above scenarios.
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2.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION: SEAT BELT POLICY ACCOUNTABILITY

Step 2: Educate & Enforce Seat Belt Policy
Transportation Director, School Level Administrators
(Principal, Ass’t. Principal)

Enforces Seat Belt Behaviors in Accord with other
School Bus Behavioral Misconduct; Team Building

Resources:

Memos for Principals,
Teachers, Parents and User Guide

In addition to the passage of policy requiring school bus seat belt use by pupils riding to and
from school, another important factor in the seat belt implementation program is follow
through and accountability for students wearing the lap‐shoulder belts. Based on interviews
with districts in other states, this is most commonly achieved by working closely with school
principals and school bus drivers to hold students accountable for school bus behavior.
Benefits of Seat Belt Compliance for School Administrators
Through interviews with school districts that have already implemented seat belts on school
buses, a common theme emerged – not only were bus drivers lobbying to drive buses equipped
with seat belts, but local school administrators reported a notable decrease in behavioral
incident referrals and citations associated with school travel. Moreover, districts emphasized
the preventative benefits of seat belt use and bus behavior (less bullying, fighting, etc.)
Dealing with Seat Belt Non‐Compliance
In instances where a student does not wear a seatbelt, there are likely one of two scenarios. For
students that simply forgot to put on the seatbelt, they are issued a verbal warning/reminder.
However, for students that completely refuse to put on the lap‐shoulder belt, the issue must be
referred (citation or write‐up) by the school bus driver and ultimately addressed between
school administrative staff and the parents of the pupil refusing to use the seatbelt. Often, a
conversation between school staff and parents may be helpful and/or necessary to establish
why the policies requiring seatbelt use have been established.
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Seat Belt Non‐Compliance Consequences
It is imperative that pupil non‐compliance or misuse of lap‐shoulder belts be addressed in a
manner that prioritizes student safety and is consistent with other behavioral infractions
associated with riding the school bus. In one example (Helena, MT), students that refused to
wear the lap‐shoulder belt were suspended from riding the school bus for three days. In other
examples, students that refused to wear the seatbelt were written up in a manner consistent
with other behavioral infractions while riding the school bus and referred to local school
administrators to address the issue. The enforcement of district level policies often is ultimately
the responsibility of school administrators via citations and write‐ups received from school bus
drivers.
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MEMO FOR LOCAL SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS/PRINCIPALS

Lap/Shoulder Belts on North Carolina Public School Buses
July 2016
Overview. For the 2016‐2017 school year, {Insert Number of Buses Received w/ Belts} new school buses in {Insert
LEA Name} are being equipped with lap/shoulder seat belts as part of an implementation project in cooperation
with the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Transportation Services section. Over the past decade,
lap/shoulder belt technology has developed and is becoming used in many school districts across the country. The
State of California has required lap/shoulder belts to be installed in all new school buses since 2005. Pilot projects
in North Carolina achieved favorable results and now the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
has held hearings and information sessions in which the benefits of using lap/shoulder belts on school buses have
been shared. Dr. Mark Rosekind, Administrator of NHTSA, stated NHTSA’s new position in a meeting of school
transportation professionals last year: “Every child on every school bus should have a three‐point seat belt.”
Required Use Policy. School buses are the safest form of transportation for students and the use of lap/shoulder
belts supports that level of safety. {Insert LEA Name} Schools has agreed that students are required to use
lap/shoulder belts when riding on a school bus equipped with that technology.

INFORMATION FOR LEA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
In instances where a student either chooses to misuse or not use the lap‐shoulder seat belt equipped on the bus,
school bus drivers are instructed to handle such issues as a behavioral misconduct. Thus, School Administrators
(Principals and Staff) are responsible for addressing student behavior misconduct on school buses in accord with
district student behavior policies.
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MEMO FOR LOCAL SCHOOL STAFF AND TEACHERS

{Name of School}
{Address of School}
To:
From:

August, 2016

All Teachers and Staff
{Name of Principal}

{Insert LEA/School District Name} Transportation is pleased to inform you that our
school district is part of a state‐wide implementation program for seat belts on
school buses. The buses equipped with the new lap‐shoulder seat belts can
accommodate either three (3) elementary students or two (2) high school
students per seat.
Per district policy, any time a bus with lap‐shoulder seat belts is used to transport
students it is required that all students must be buckled up before the bus can
begin moving during departure. The students are to keep their seat belts on for
the entire trip.
The bus drivers are being instructed to not move until all students have their
seat belts secured. Adult sponsors and supervisory personnel will support and
work with the bus drivers.
In instances where students refuse to comply with the seat belt usage policy,
please handle these matters in a similar manner consistent with other behavioral
misconduct on school buses via the verbal warning and citations systems already
established.
Thank you for your support,
{Insert Name}
{Insert Title}
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LETTER FOR SCHOOL PARENTS

{Name of School}
{Name of Principal}

August, 2016

Dear Parents,
{Insert LEA/School District Name} Transportation is pleased to inform you that
your student is part of a state‐wide implementation program for seat belts on
school buses. Your child has participated in training on our district’s new bus
equipped with lap‐shoulder seat belts. Training was conducted by {Insert
LEA/School District Name} Transportation.
This bus is equipped with the new lap‐shoulder belts that can accommodate
either three (3) elementary students or two (2) high school students per seat.
{Optional Text: Parents will have an opportunity to attend an information meeting
and tour the bus {Insert Date, Day and Time} at {Insert Location}. Please join us.}
As we look forward to trying to make this a positive experience we need your
support and assistance. Please review the following information and the
accompanying usage guide with your child.

Students will need to remove backpacks prior to putting on seatbelt.
Backpacks are to be stored in laps or under seats while using seat belt.

Students will be required to appropriately wear the seat belt during their
ride to/from school, including making sure the shoulder strap crosses the
chest.

Students may be assigned seats in order to best utilize seat capacity.
School travel research continues to demonstrate that school buses are the safest
way to get to and from school. Introducing school buses equipped with lap‐
shoulder seat belts will only enhance the safety of this mode choice now and in
the future. Please feel free to give us a call with any questions at {Insert Tele #}.
Thank you for your support,
{Insert Name}
{Insert Title}
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3.

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION: BUS DRIVERS AND MAINTENANCE STAFF

Step 3: Educate & Apply Seat Belt Policy
School Transportation (Bus Drivers, Maintenance)

Applies Seat Belt Usage Policy to Students Riding
School Bus to/from School; Document Behavioral
Misconduct
Resources:

Memos to Drivers and Maintenance
User Guide

School Bus Drivers
Bus drivers typically receive their lap‐should seatbelt training directly from the School District
Transportation Department. They then are responsible for instructing students to put on belts
at three time periods: 1) when students board the bus; 2) if a student takes their belt off
(visibly) while riding; 3) drivers walk from front to back one time prior to school parking lot
departure. Further, driver training should focus on contact between driver, student, and district
staff (i.e. transportation officials and/or principal).
Note: Drivers should not be held responsible (i.e. liable) when students do not wear belts while
riding. However, drivers should be responsible for instructing students to put on belts in any
and all of the three above scenarios.
School Bus Maintenance
Transportation maintenance staff are responsible for keeping these buses – including the
lap/shoulder belts – in good working order. They should expect reports from drivers if the belt
in any seating position malfunctions and the belts should be inspected during every 30‐day
inspection.
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MEMO FOR LEA SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION BUS DRIVERS

Lap/Shoulder Belts on North Carolina Public School Buses
July 2016
Overview. For the 2016‐2017 school year, {Insert Number of Buses Received w/ Belts} new school buses in {Insert
LEA Name} are being equipped with lap/shoulder seat belts as part of an implementation project in cooperation
with the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Transportation Services section. Over the past decade,
lap/shoulder belt technology has developed and is becoming used in many school districts across the country. The
State of California has required lap/shoulder belts to be installed in all new school buses since 2005. Pilot projects
in North Carolina achieved favorable results and now the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
has held hearings and information sessions in which the benefits of using lap/shoulder belts on school buses have
been shared. Dr. Mark Rosekind, Administrator of NHTSA, stated NHTSA’s new position in a meeting of school
transportation professionals last year: “Every child on every school bus should have a three‐point seat belt.”
Required Use Policy. School buses are the safest form of transportation for students and the use of lap/shoulder
belts supports that level of safety. {Insert LEA Name} Schools has agreed that students are required to use
lap/shoulder belts when riding on a school bus equipped with that technology.

INFORMATION FOR LEA TRANSPORTATION BUS DRIVERS
School Bus Drivers are responsible for instructing students to put on belts at three time periods:
1.
Morning:
When students board the bus, inform students to wear seat belts;
2.
On Route:
If a student takes their belt off (visibly) while riding, verbal warn or cite;
3.
Afternoon:
Walk from front to back one time prior to school parking lot departure.
Note: Drivers are not responsible (i.e. liable) for students wearing belts while riding. Drivers are responsible for
instructing students to put on belts in any and all of the three above scenarios.
Driver training will focus on contact and communication between driver, student, and district staff (transportation
officials) and school administration (principal).
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MEMO FOR LEA SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION MAINTENANCE STAFF

Lap/Shoulder Belts on North Carolina Public School Buses
July, 2016
Overview. For the 2016‐2017 school year, {Insert Number of Buses Received w/ Belts} new school buses in {Insert
LEA Name} are being equipped with lap/shoulder seat belts as part of an implementation project in cooperation
with the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Transportation Services section. Over the past decade,
lap/shoulder belt technology has developed and is becoming used in many school districts across the country. The
State of California has required lap/shoulder belts to be installed in all new school buses since 2005. Pilot projects
in North Carolina achieved favorable results and now the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
has held hearings and information sessions in which the benefits of using lap/shoulder belts on school buses have
been shared. Dr. Mark Rosekind, Administrator of NHTSA, stated NHTSA’s new position in a meeting of school
transportation professionals last year: “Every child on every school bus should have a three‐point seat belt.”
Required Use Policy. School buses are the safest form of transportation for students and the use of lap/shoulder
belts supports that level of safety. {Insert LEA Name} Schools has agreed that students are required to use
lap/shoulder belts when riding on a school bus equipped with that technology.

INFORMATION FOR LEA TRANSPORTATION MAINTENANCE STAFF
Inspection and Repair
Lap/shoulder belt seats should be inspected at each 30‐day inspection. However, it is expected the reports of
defective seating positions will be most likely reported by the school bus driver, who will find out from the
students. A seating position that is not working should be repaired, but you are not required to remove the bus
from service. Every effort should be made to not use a defective seating position until it is repaired.
Maintenance, Training for technicians is available from the seat manufacturers, which vary by bus manufacturer:
•
Blue Bird buses – HSM / CE White
•
IC buses – Safeguard / IMMI
•
Thomas Built Buses – Syntec Seating
VMRS Code It is imperative that the proper VMRS code be used. The System code is 174 and the assembly code is
034. The component code will vary based on the repair.
Vandalism. Just as with all vandalism, every effort should be made to recover the cost of any needed repairs.
Equipping these buses with interior cameras should help the process of billing the school, the parents, etc.
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4.

PARENTS: DISCUSSING AND MODELING SEAT BELT USE

Step 4: Discuss & Model Seat Belt Policy
School Parents

Reviews school district policies and expectations of
student seat belt use while riding the school bus
Resources:

Letter to Parents
User Guide

The expectation for using school bus lap‐shoulder belts can be set by the district and school
community, however conversations between parents and students are often essential to
creating understanding and expectation of student behavior while riding buses to school. In
addition, several school districts have utilized school bus information cards, which entail
information pertaining to the seatbelt use (rationale and expectations) on one side and student
information and parental signatures on the other side.
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LETTER FOR SCHOOL PARENTS

{Name of School}
{Name of Principal}

August, 2016

Dear Parents,
{Insert LEA/School District Name} Transportation is pleased to inform you that
your student is part of a state‐wide implementation program for seat belts on
school buses. Your child has participated in training on our district’s new bus
equipped with lap‐shoulder seat belts. Training was conducted by {Insert
LEA/School District Name} Transportation.
This bus is equipped with the new lap‐shoulder belts that can accommodate
either three (3) elementary students or two (2) high school students per seat.
{Optional Text: Parents will have an opportunity to attend an information meeting
and tour the bus {Insert Date, Day and Time} at {Insert Location}. Please join us.}
As we look forward to trying to make this a positive experience we need your
support and assistance. Please review the following information and the
accompanying usage guide with your child.

Students will need to remove backpacks prior to putting on seatbelt.
Backpacks are to be stored in laps or under seats while using seat belt.

Students will be required to appropriately wear the seat belt during their
ride to/from school, including making sure the shoulder strap crosses the
chest.

Students may be assigned seats in order to best utilize seat capacity.
School travel research continues to demonstrate that school buses are the safest
way to get to and from school. Introducing school buses equipped with lap‐
shoulder seat belts will only enhance the safety of this mode choice now and in
the future. Please feel free to give us a call with any questions at {Insert Tele #}.
Thank you for your support,
{Insert Name}
{Insert Title}
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5.

STUDENTS: BUCKLING UP

Step 5: The Bucklers
Student Body (Individual Students; Student Groups)

Discusses seat belt use with parents; Trains on how to use
the lap‐shoulder seat belts on school buses; Assists others

Resources:

User Guide

School districts that have successfully implemented a seat belt system continually emphasize
that the key to their implementation has been the wholescale support of stakeholders across
the educational community – school board members, principals, drivers, teachers, parents and
students. While the initial policy requiring seatbelt use may emerge from either the state or the
school district, it is the local “on the ground” support that ensures student use of the lap‐
shoulder belts.
In one example, students in Helena, Montana actually developed, acted in, and produced a
school bus lap‐shoulder belt video for viewing by other students at the school. In addition,
other districts have reported notable outreach efforts by student groups to promote and
support the use of safety belts on buses at the school and district levels.
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6.

LOCAL MEDIA

Step 6: Local Media
Local Newspaper, Television and Radio Programs

Assist in bringing public awareness to the innovative
safety‐focused school bus seat belt program

Resources:

Press Release Template

In addition to messaging from the district and school, some districts have chosen to reach out
to local media (typically newspapers) in order to shape the school bus seatbelt message to the
school community. Often, this public outreach effort includes considerations for implementing
the seatbelts (i.e. side impact and rollover safety, school bus pupil environment, and driver
attention and satisfaction).
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PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE
[Sample Press Release Format ‐ Always include a header with address & identifying information of organization]

{Insert Date}
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT PERSON: {Insert Name}

Lap/Shoulder Seat Belts on North Carolina Public School Buses
{Insert County, North Carolina} – For the 2016‐2017 school year, {Insert Number of Buses Received w/ Belts} new
school buses in {Insert LEA Name} are being equipped with lap/shoulder seat belts as part of an implementation
project in cooperation with the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, Transportation Services section.
Over the past decade, lap/shoulder belt technology has developed and is becoming used in many school districts
across the country. The State of California has required lap/shoulder belts to be installed in all new school buses
since 2005. Previous pilot projects in North Carolina have achieved favorable results.
Over the past year, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has conducted hearings in which
the benefits of using lap/shoulder belts on school buses have been shared. Dr. Mark Rosekind, Administrator of
NHTSA, stated NHTSA’s new position during a meeting of school transportation professionals last year: “Every child
on every school bus should have a three‐point seat belt.” According to Transportation Section Chief Derek Graham,
with the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, “We are hearing about a shortage of school bus drivers
across the state, compounded in part by drivers leaving the profession due to discipline issues on the bus. We
believe this technology can improve student behavior on the bus, let the driver focus on driving, and at the same
time provide enhanced safety for student passengers. It’s a win, win, win and {Insert LEA Name} is to be
commended for taking this initiative.”
Suggested quote for local superintendent. “Our top priority in school bus transportation is to get students to
school and home again safely. Students know they are safer wearing a seat belt in the car, so it makes sense they
should have that opportunity in a school bus.”
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School buses remain the safest form of transportation for students and the use of lap/shoulder belts supports that
level of safety. {Insert LEA Name} Schools has agreed that students are required to use lap/shoulder belts when
riding on a school bus equipped with that technology. Students will receive training from school transportation
staff on the proper use and adjustment of these new seat belts.
###
[To indicate to the reader that this is the end of the press release, place three number signs at the end.]
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Press Release Format

Below are some basics about the format of a press release.


Use 8 1/2‐inch x 11‐inch paper.



Use a minimum of one‐inch margins on each side of the page.



Use a bold typeface for the headlines to draw attention.



ALWAYS include a point of contact.



Use title case. Capitalize the first letter of all words in the headline (with the exception of: "a," "an,"
"the," or prepositions such as: "of," "to," or "from"). The combination of upper and lower case makes it
easier to read.



Complete the paragraph on one page instead of carrying it over onto the next page.



Use date or ‘For Immediate Release’ to alert the reporter if the information can be used immediately. If
the information should not be used until a specific date, include ‘Embargoed Until [date]’



Use only one side of each sheet of paper.



Use the word "more" between two dashes and center it at the bottom of the page to let reporters know
that another page follows: ‐ more ‐



End your press release with either three hash symbols (# # #) or ‐30‐ typed across the center of the page a
couple lines below the end of your text.



Include a city and state of origin in the dateline of the press release. Nothing screams amateur more than
a press release that simply reads USA or nothing at all.
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Attachment 3

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

Update on
Lap/Shoulder Belts
in School Buses
School Transportation Safety
Thinking Outside the Bus

December 1, 2016

Brian Chodrow, NHTSA
Bryan Katz, Ph.D., PE, toXcel
Derek Graham, NC Dept of Public Instruction

Agenda
• Introduction
• NHTSA Project: Education on Proper Use of Safety Belts on
School Buses
• Seat Belts on School Buses: North Carolina Initiatives

Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.
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November 2015
NHTSA Administrator
Rosekind announced
“that school buses should
have three-point seat
belts. Period.”

Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.
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Some Statistics
• Over the past 10 years, 6.2% of fatal injuries in school bus
related crashes were school bus occupants.
• There are over 300 news articles on the use of safety belts on
school buses.
• 10 school districts in IN, NC, PA, TX, and WY have added seat
belts to new school buses.

Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.
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State Legislative Activity
•
•
•
•

•

At least 32 states and Puerto Rico have considered legislation.
Only 6 states require seat belts – CA, FL, LA, NJ, NY, TX
10 states considered seat belt legislation in 2016, but none enacted it –
AZ, CT, HI, IN, MD, MA, OK, RI, SC, WV.
In 2013, IN passed legislation:
– Requiring bus drivers operating with seat belts installed to provide
instruction to students on their use.
– Requiring schools that purchase buses with seat belts to conduct a public
hearing to explain the money was not used for other student safety
measures.

TN lawmakers have said they will push legislation after November’s
fatal crash

Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.
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Seeking New Information
• NHTSA has evaluated the issue of belts on school buses for many
years and continuously seeks updated information to ensure we are
appropriately addressing this matter.
– Are there new technologies and strategies to improve school bus
safety and overall school transportation safety?
– What is the experience of school districts and States that have seat
belts on school buses? How are these States obtaining sufficient
school transportation funds?

• Updating the In-service School Bus Driver Training
• Reviewing school bus crash data

Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.
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Education on Proper Use of Safety
Belts on School Buses

Bryan Katz, Ph.D., PE - toXcel
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Project Team
• toXcel, LLC
• North Carolina State University’s Institute of Transportation
Research and Education (ITRE)
• Derek Graham, Consultant

toXcel

Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.

Project Objectives
• Understand the decisions that states and local agencies use
when deciding to implement seat belts on school buses and
the funding mechanisms that are used to pay for seat belt
installation.
• Develop a model policy and a best practices guide to assist
jurisdictions that are considering the use of seat belts on
school buses.
• Obtain data related to the role of distraction and whether seat
belts aid in managing behavior on school buses.

Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.

Approach
•
•
•
•
•

Identify school districts that use seat belts
Identify state/local policies that have funded seat belts
Develop a model policy and best practices
Identify how seat belts affect student behavior
Develop final report
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Model Policy and Best Practices
• Gather lap-shoulder seat belt acquisition and implementation
information from experienced school transportation
professionals throughout the U.S.
• Conduct interviews with State directors of pupil transportation
and local school district professionals that have established
seat belt policies for school buses.
• Develop a Draft Model Policy for State and local school district
regulatory bodies to adopt and implement as appropriate and
contextually relevant.
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How Seat Belts Affect Student Behavior
• Acquire information about bus driver distraction as related to
student behavior and seat belt use, with the ultimate goal of
determining whether:
– 1) seat belts deter student misbehavior when used properly.
– 2) school bus drivers are less distracted by student misbehavior
when seat belts are used.
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Seat Belts on School Buses:
North Carolina Initiatives

Derek Graham,
State Director of Pupil Transportation

North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
13
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History:
Lap Shoulder Belts
Pilots, testing and implementation in North Carolina
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3-Point Restraint Seat Belts in North Carolina
13 Buses - 2003
Delivery of 13 buses to 11 districts; placed into service in January, 2003
– Thomas Built Buses / C.E. White Seats
– Additional cost - $100,000 for 13 buses
– (state funded)

Implementation
No “mandate” – local discretion
• Each district implemented these buses in the best way that
they saw fit
• No requirement to use the belts; however, some districts took
the initiative to promote seat belt usage
• Some drivers took their own initiative to enforce use
• Training for driver and passenger were provided when
introduced
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Capacity Issues
Fixed positions regardless of passenger
age/grade/size
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Parent Survey

In general, how would you describe your view of lap/shoulder belts in buses now
compared with before your child rode the bus with lap/shoulder belts?

About the
same 26%

Much more
positive
56%

Somewhat
more positive
18%
N=148
14 schools

Principal’s Perspective
•
•
•
•

Saw improvement of bus discipline problem
Seatbelts in the bus will not increase school bus ridership
Difficult to enforce
At least one principal preferred an adult monitor over belts
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Drivers’ Perspective
• Driver generally liked the 3-point restraint
seats. Most noted the longitudinal activities
(fore/aft) are totally absent, however could not
discern if this was due to high back seat or
attributed to seatbelts.
• It will be an added distraction for drivers to
monitor and to enforce passenger belt usage.
• Due to high seatback, drivers cannot see but
the tallest students. This was especially a
concern for middle and high school.
Safer drivers. Safer cars. Safer roads.

INDUSTRY RESPONDED BY ELIMINATING FIXED
SEATING POSITIONS
Lap-Shoulder Belts
with FlexSeat
2007

Cumberland County Schools

Reasons for Involvement
•
•
•

Rollover Sept. 12, 2007
Increased parent interest in lap-shoulder belts
for improved safety
Led to involvement in FlexSeat program
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Feedback from Driver
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Was best year ever for driver in his 15 years of
driving for CCS
Seat belt usage consistent
Policies helpful in reinforcing usage
Reduction in behavior problems dramatic
Other drivers ask about lap-shoulder belts and
want their buses equipped
Increased driver satisfaction
Driver was diligent about
seat maintenance
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What We Learned
•
•
•
•
•
•

Behavior improvement significant
Parent satisfaction strong
Policy is of great value
Team effort required between schools,
administration and parents
Ongoing training is helpful
Continuous communication is necessary
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School Bus Driver Shortage in NC
•
•
•

Good Economy provides other opportunities for potential drivers.
Drivers are leaving because of discipline issues on school buses
Keeping students in their seats reduces discipline problems
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National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
•

Stated purpose, “to address the
challenges and barriers that have
prevented schools from taking action
to install three-point seat belt systems
in school buses,” and, “operational
challenges, new approaches for
funding, seating capacity, training for
drivers, parents, and students, and
other issues”

National Transportation Safety Board
Studies of Fatal Crashes
Students using a lap/shoulder belt fared significantly better than
those using a lap belt or no restraint system at all
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Results from an Indiana District
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Improved Student Behavior
Video Evidence
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School Bus Driver Shortage in NC
•
•

Keeping students in their seats reduces discipline problems
Districts given an opportunity to request lap/shoulder belts on new,
replacement school buses provided by the state
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Rollout of 82 buses with lap shoulder belts
2016
• Technical assistance provided by
• Operations Research in Education Laboratory

•
•
•

Institute for Transportation Research and education
Centennial Campus @ North Carolina State University
June 21, 2016
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NC Implementation Approach–
August 2016
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Lap/Shoulder Belts on Buses
11 LEAs for 2016-2017; 12 LEAs for 17-18
82 buses for 2016-2017; 99 more for 17-18

Selected as an option by the local education agency (LEA) on replacement
school buses funded by the state.
LEA agrees to a required use policy
Early results:
Better accepted by elementary
Drivers report improved discipline
Adopting a policy and enforcing
the policy are different things
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Participating Districts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Burke
Jackson
Henderson
Transylvania
Carteret
Person
New Hanover
Guilford
Rowan
Surry
Washington
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•

Rutherford (2017)

Seat Belt Implementation
Project
NC DPI initiated a research partnership with the Institute for Transportation
Research and Education (ITRE) at North Carolina State University) and a
researcher with the Highway Safety Research Center (HSRC) at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. These partners bring local and national
expertise in bus operations and passenger safety research and practice.
One of the initial deliverables was an implementation tool kit, which may
be found at http://www.ncbussafety.org/seatbelts.html
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High School.

Some wearing belts, Some not.
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Driver checking / reminding
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